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1. Introduction 

 

Countries, like humans, in theory are equal. Practice unfortunately continues providing 

evidence contesting this claim. The United Nations, body formed in order to ˝save succeeding 

generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to 

mankind˝, is built by sovereign states cooperating on reaching this objective. (United 

Nations, 1945). Whereas the UN had so far managed to prevent events such as World Wars, 

international conflicts often exceed its capacities and are resolved on unilateral, bilateral or 

multilateral levels rather than global. Among sources of international disputes new state 

formation certainly provides notable examples. Membership in the UN denotes global 

acceptance and recognition of a certain political actor as an independent and sovereign. 

However, lack of UN membership does not restrict actors in independently cooperating with 

other globally recognized players. International system includes a number of regions that had 

declared independence from their official political centres and are able to engage in 

international politics. The vital aspect of this cooperation is mutual recognition. Recognition 

of a certain actor as independent by third actors without the consent of the parent states 

results in tension between the two (three). Tension arises as parent states perceive recognition 

of secessionist regions’ as a treat to its sovereign rule and territorial integrity. As mentioned 

previously, recognition of new states is often not universal but differs across countries. 

Recognition and its lack repeatedly divide the global community often placing independence-

seeking regions in an international vacuum. What is the reasoning behind the recognition of 

unilaterally declared independences, and at the same time, disregard of parent states’ 

universally recognized sovereignty? Universal basis and procedure for recognition are 

missing. Can an answer to this question be found in the relation between the independence-

seeking and a foreign actor supporting its claims? Or can such an answer be found in the 
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properties of bilateral relations between the parent state and the actor violating its 

sovereignty? This thesis approaches the issue of recognition of unilateral declarations of 

independence focusing on the latter proposal. In order to present an answer this thesis focuses 

on the foreign policy of the United States towards Georgia and Serbia. The conducted study 

approaches issue at stake through the prism of unilateral declarations of independence by 

South Ossetia and Kosovo - considered to be integral parts of their sovereign states by 

Georgia and Serbia, respectively. Thus the study conducted in this thesis follows a state-

centric approach, prioritizing bilateral relations between the US on one hand and Georgia and 

Serbia on the other. Primacy therefore is not the reasoning behind the absence of recognition 

of South Ossetia and its presence in the case of Kosovo. Inversely, the topic of this thesis 

revolves around the reasoning behind the US’ respect for Georgia’s sovereignty and its 

absence in the case of Serbia.  Consequently, this thesis attempts at answering a number of 

questions: 

a) What is the reasoning behind the differing attitudes towards the respect sovereignty of 

Georgia and Serbia by the USA? 

b) Can differing attitudes be explained by the properties of bilateral relations between 

the USA and Georgia and Serbia, respectively?  

c) Can differing properties of bilateral relations be perceived as aspects of a wider US 

foreign policy agenda? 

Prior to dealing with outlined questions Chapter 2 introduces the reader with the background 

of the study – separatism in case study countries and their impact on parent countries’ 

sovereignty. The goal is to introduce the reader with the topic enabling better understanding 

of the issue at stake but also to point out to similarities between the two cases. Certainly, 

neither Georgia and Serbia nor South Ossetia and Kosovo can be said to be identical 

examples. Nonetheless, parallels can be drawn by inspecting similarities between the 

dissimilar.  
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Following the end of the Cold War both Georgia and Serbia had sought to find their place 

and role in the international system previously determined by the bipolar rivalry. Likewise, 

both have witnessed threats to their statehood provoked by political authorities of their 

breakaway regions. It must not be neglected that in the case of Georgia, South Ossetia is not 

the only region seeking independence. However, in contrast with Abkhazia, additional 

similarities can be noted in the case of South Ossetia when formulating comparisons with the 

example of Kosovo. For example, ethnic ties exceed national borders. The majority 

population of South Ossetia is Ossetian. This fact in turn maintains their ethnic connection 

with the majority population of North Ossetia, region of contemporary Russia. This is not the 

case with Abkhazia, whose Abkhaz population is primarily located in that specific area. The 

majority population of Kosovo is Albanian in turn maintaining their ethnic connection with 

the population of Albania. Without further analysis ethnic structures, from a state centric 

perspective of Georgia and Serbia, open doors for the involvement of foreign actors – 

arguably Russia and Albania. Furthermore, political authorities in both South Ossetia and 

Kosovo had in fact unilaterally declared independence on previous occasions during the 

1990s. Contrasting the 2008 events when such actions had been re-conveyed and have 

resulted in international support, which in fact differs significantly between the two, the 

1990s declarations had lacked wider international support. Hence, alteration of international 

attitude similarly opens way for further discussion.  

The research questions outlined earlier in the text imply that the objective of this thesis aims 

at examining characteristics of bilateral cooperation. The study prioritizes political aspects 

and economic exchange. Such an approach seeks to elaborate on similarities and 

dissimilarities between the two and connect the findings with the topic of this thesis – state 

sovereignty.  As a mean of clarifying the findings and enabling comparison, the study is 

divided into two parts each prioritizing single case study country. Chapter 3 applies to a 
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certain extent approach utilized in International Political Economy (IPE) assessing the 

bilateral relations between the USA and Georgia as a specific interplay between politics and 

economics. Correspondingly, Chapter 4 seeks to conduct comparable analysis of the US – 

Serbia bilateral relations. Examination of political and economic relations, although trying to 

incorporate various aspects prioritizes the attitude towards the NATO membership and 

characteristics of economic cooperation. The purpose: compare and contrast the findings. 

In order to strengthen the argument based on findings presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, 

Chapter 5 seeks to introduce the results into a wider perspective. Whereas the findings 

presented in previous chapters can be used to compare the two in order to strengthen the 

argument it is beneficial to try and incorporate results in broader US foreign policy agenda. In 

line with the examination conducted in Chapters 3 and 4, Chapter 5 assesses the interplay 

between politics and economics in the US in the post-Cold War period. Focus on this specific 

period relates the study conducted in previous chapters thus introducing the necessary time 

aspect which combined with place represents an important feature of any study. In order to 

successfully conduct such a comprehensive analysis the choice of methodology is of vital 

importance. 

Topic of this thesis – the analysis of bilateral relations between the USA on one hand and 

Georgia and Serbia on the other, necessitates the utilization of comparative methods. 

Comparisons focus on political and economic interactions. As discourse plays an important 

factor in the conduct of politics, a somewhat brief discourse analysis is conducted enabling 

the reader insight into officials’ statements. Such an approach aims at outlining the public 

aspect of politics used as a framework for further discussion based on qualitative and 

quantitative data. The objective is to present a comprehensive understanding by presenting 

both the public and non-public aspects of the issue at stake.  
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Discourse analysis conducted throughout this thesis primarily is based on statement 

comparisons. Comparative study between the US foreign policy towards Georgia and Serbia 

includes the examination of statements made by the US officials concerning each case. 

Assessed quotations include announcements noted by news programs, book authors as well 

as the official statements by the Government officials included in official documents. One 

example are George W Bush statements concerning threats to Georgian and Serbian 

sovereignty outlined in Chapter 5. 

In order to assess the correlation between selected quotations and the practical aspects of 

politics, qualitative and quantitative methods using primary, secondary and tertiary sources 

was utilized. 

Qualitative research method provided essential in-depth analysis of why and how of decision 

making in turn expanding descriptive what, when, where. This approach aimed at producing 

information concerning the formation of general conclusions rather than simplistically 

outlining the timeline of events. Such an approach was based on findings by Catherine 

Marshall and Gretchen Rossman advocating its effectiveness (Marshall & Rossman, 1998).  

Qualitative research was based on primary sources as the UN SC Resolutions, Government 

Documents such as those published by the White House and the US Department of Defense 

among others. Secondary sources incorporated in this thesis include books by international 

authors concerned with the study of political and economic relations in examined regions and 

countries. Tertiary sources such as internet presentations of the British Petroleum and the 

European Commission were used in order to supplement the study. 

 

The quantitative research focused mostly on the data vis-à-vis economic cooperation between 

the US and Georgia and Serbia. Most of the quantitative data has been obtained from 
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analytical estimations presented by the economists from both public and private sector. The 

data provided by the National Energy Policy Group or Ministries of Finance and Economy of 

Georgia, Serbia and the US proved to be a valuable source of information concerning both 

the contemporary and future economic trends. 

 Comprehensive analysis, described previously, necessitates the allocation of a wide spectrum 

of academic sources which act as a link between the official data and drawn conclusions. 

Unique combination of sources presented in this thesis aims at presenting new insight into the 

topic.  

As previously mentioned this study revolves around the American foreign policy and its 

impact on sovereignty of Georgia and Serbia. As state sovereignty is assessed focusing on 

secessionist aspirations of South Ossetia and Kosovo, both occurring in the post-Cold War 

period, the US foreign policy is assessed precisely in this period. The study of American 

foreign policy is a rather interesting topic due to the fact that since the breakup of the USSR 

the US had acted as a sole superpower without concrete rival.  

American foreign policy in the post-Cold War period represents a widely discussed topic. 

Amongst the multitude of sources on the topic, prioritization of a specific factor results in 

differing conclusions. This can undoubtedly be observed from discussions on Georgia and 

Serbia, and even the Caspian and the Balkan region itself.  

Engdahl (2009) for example describes American involvement in the two countries, as a part 

of an agenda aiming at development of global dominance. Karagiannis (2002), in a similar 

manner, describes American involvement in the Caspian region as targeting the acquisition of 

a central role in extraction and transport of Azerbaijan’s oil reserves. Similar attitude is 

declared by Croissant (1999). However, the above mentioned authors fail to include in their 

analysis information concerning the stated foreign policy objectives. Lack of inclusion of 
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certified information thus suggestively results in failure to explain the reasoning behind 

drawn conclusions. Furthermore, although findings presented by these authors can to a 

certain extent be comprehended, methods through which the US seeks to achieve these 

objectives is not explained in great detail. On the contrary, Lostumbo, et al., (2013) discuss 

American military placement across the globe. Their work presents American bases located 

abroad, including both Georgia and Serbia, but fails to explain the reasoning behind their 

posture.  As the US military is among the most developed, implying high costs of decision-

making, perceiving the development of American bases abroad as responsive should be 

excluded as a general and reliable explanation. Two countries in which American troops are 

stationed, among others, are Georgia and Serbia. Although non-NATO members, both 

countries had over the examined period developed specific partnerships with the US; 

partnerships in which military cooperation plays an important aspect. Cooperation with 

NATO through mechanisms such as the Partnership for Peace for example at a first sight can 

be understood as a step towards eventual NATO membership. In fact authors such as 

Sosnowski (2012) and Lazanski (2008) perceive the American involvement in Georgia and 

Serbia, respectively, as targeting countries’ eventual NATO membership. However, both 

authors fail to acknowledge that both states encounter obstacles in achieving such objectives. 

Georgian NATO membership would represent a breach of basic principles by expanding the 

Alliance outside of European borders. Lazarski similarly overlooks the fact that NATO 

membership requires referendum approval at least in the case of Serbia in turn limiting 

officials’ agenda. Both factors thus indicate that the pursuit of NATO membership can be 

understood as jumping to conclusions without real evidence.  

The second set of literature utilized in this thesis is related to the relation between the US 

foreign policy and sovereignty of Georgia and Serbia, through the prism of secession of 

South Ossetia and Kosovo. This topic is primarily approached by prioritizing South Ossetia 
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and Kosovo and the assessment of their independence claims. Kolstø and Blakkisrud (2008) 

analyse the process of democratization and institution building in Caucasian separatist 

regions. Successful conduct of these processes should serve as a reason behind supporting 

their claims. Allin (2002) focuses her study on the abuse of power by the Belgrade authorities 

arguing the necessity of removing Serbia’s rule over Kosovo. Levy (2008) and Bilefsky 

(2008) discuss independence claims by South Ossetia and Kosovo as a remedy for the 

injustice suffered during the break-ups of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia when such 

aspirations were neglected by the international community. Corovic (1997) approaches 

secessionist claims of Kosovo Albanians by examining historical relations between Albanian 

and Serbian people. Conclusions drawn from historical narratives are often misleading and 

lead to subjective conclusions. Having said this, it can be observed that majority of literature 

on secession in Georgia and Serbia focuses on breakaway regions and ethnic relations. Role 

of foreign actors in a similar manner is examined through the framework of their relations 

with separatist regions. Derens (1998) for example observes the relation between the US and 

Kosovo Albanians. Along the same line of thought as Derens, Blair (2011) points out to 

personal meetings among the UK and Kosovo’s political elites.  

Bilateral relations between the US and Georgia and Serbia thus ought to necessitate the 

inclusion of official files in forms of signed documents, reports and statements. The US – 

Georgia relations outlined in framework such as the ˝Charter on Strategic Partnership˝ (2009) 

provides necessary information. Nonetheless, it does not provide data on economic 

transactions, a somewhat practical aspect.  International Financial Statistics and Balance of 

Payments databases (2011), to mention one source, can serve as a useful mean overcoming 

such shortcomings. Consequently, although combined information can be used to explain the 

US – Georgia relations, only by delivering similar study prioritizing Serbia can such findings 

be used to compare and contrast the two cases.   
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Comparison of quantitative data itself does not allow the full comprehension of studied 

problem. Display of information outside of a context gives rise to gaps. Deeper understanding 

requires combination of precise data and literary narratives. The interplay between the US 

foreign policy, official statements and documents, history, and economic statistics plays a key 

role of in this thesis.  

In order for research and its results to have compulsory academic depth, the study must be 

placed within a specific theoretical framework. The following Chapter 2 introduces the reader 

with key theoretical concepts through which this thesis ought to be assessed. Chapter 2 

therefore aims to relate the research conducted throughout this thesis with academic 

literature.  

2. Theoretical Framework 
 

The following chapter examines a number of theoretical aspects discussed throughout this 

thesis. 

2.1. Sovereignty 

 

Primary notion around which this thesis is built is state sovereignty. Sovereignty can be 

described as a manoeuvring area of a certain political actor. A particular actor, regarded as a 

sovereign, is able to conduct agenda and policies in a particular space. However, such 

definition is rather simplified. The doctrine of sovereignty, implies a double claim, that of 

exclusive competence in internal affairs and specific autonomy in foreign policy (Evans & 

Newnham, 1998).  Exclusive competence in internal affairs requires at least in theory the 

satisfaction of certain principles. Neglecting briefly the rise of non-state actors such as 

international institutions or bodies such as the European Union, the state remains primary 

notion related to the idea of sovereignty. The Article 1 of the 1933 Montevideo Convention 
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on the Rights and Duties of States outlines - ˝The state as a person of international law should 

possess the following qualifications: a permanent population; a defined territory; government; 

and capacity to enter into relations with the other states.˝ (Montevideo Convention on Rights 

and Duties of States, 1933)  

Defined territory denotes the maneuvering area of the central government, an area defined by 

internationally recognized and respected borders, in which a government has the right to and 

possesses the ability of implementing own policies. The distinction between the right to and 

the ability to is explained by the de jure and de facto aspects of sovereignty. 

The control over resources and people occupying particular territory – territoriality, is an 

ongoing process resulting from both inter and intra state actions. Migration and border 

change processes throughout history have and continue resulting in disputes regarding the 

control over a particular area. Occupation, annexation, unification, secession and ethnic 

engineering are among political means utilized in order to contest the rule of a sovereign over 

a particular territory. Disputes span from interstate, as in the contemporary example of 

Russo-Ukrainian dispute regarding the status of Crimea, to intrastate, as in the examined 

cases of Georgia and Serbia in which secessionist aspirations based on the principles of self-

determination, among other reasons such as the remedial theory discussed later in the text, are 

advocated by provincial authorities of South Ossetia and Kosovo. 

 

In order to construct a stable international system based on the respect of the international 

law, and its normative basis, the principle of territoriality continues upholding the territorial 

integrity of sovereign states via demanding respect for their borders (Jackson, 1999). 

 

International law evolves and continually is altered by the events and developments in 

international politics such as, to give an example, globalization. Mentioned alternations 
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belong to the so called Grotian Moment - "a paradigm-shifting development in which new 

rules and doctrines of customary international law emerge with unusual rapidity and 

acceptance." (Scharf, 2010) In practice, theoretical frameworks enshrined in legal document 

are supported by political practitioners. Richard Haas, who served as a senior member of the 

George H.W. Bush administration, to mention an example, supports the idea of ‘involuntary 

sovereign waiver’. Accordingly, states involuntarily waive sovereignty if they engage in 

harbouring terrorism, hiding weapons of mass destruction and the abuse of human rights 

(Sterio, 2011). This is an important perspective since both Georgia and Serbia have, 

following this line of thought, involuntarily waived their de facto sovereignty over the 

disputed areas due to foreign interventions based on accusations of the abuse of human rights. 

Namely, Russian and NATO officials have, explaining the necessity of intervention both 

described human rights violations as reasons behind their actions in Georgia and Serbia 

respectively (Sanakoev, 2011) (Allin, 2002).   

The 1999 NATO bombing campaign against Yugoslavia marked in the words of British 

Prime Minister Tony Blair the beginning of ˝a new doctrine of international community˝ 

which among other aspects advocates the importance of the responsibility to protect 

prioritizing international cooperation (Blair, 1999). International protection of citizens 

threatened by decisions of their sovereigns was included in the proposed norm of 

international law – Responsibility to Protect (R2P). As outlined – ˝The sovereign rights of 

states, R2P argues, are conditional on the protection of civilians against large-scale slaughter. 

If this protection is not provided, the international community can legitimately breech 

sovereignty in order to protect the civilians in harm˝ (Owen, 2011). These developments had 

enforced significant implications for not only upon governments which under new 

circumstances must more carefully decide on own policies but also upon state sovereignty as 

such. In contrast, a sovereign would face consequences as evident in recent developments in 
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Libya. Restrictions applied upon state sovereignty by other sovereign states as observed by 

Sterio, vary. She reminds that following the dissolution of Yugoslavia, following the 

approach of conditional recognition, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia applying for 

recognition was required to insert into its constitution a provision promising not to lay any 

territorial claims and not to be recognized simply as ˝Macedonia˝ due to fear expressed by 

Greece regarding such action concerning its northern part. (Sterio, 2011)  

In the most extreme case, which arguably includes both Georgia and Serbia, foreign 

sovereign actors have impacted upon not only on de facto but also de jure sovereignty. De 

jure sovereignty of Georgia and Serbia are directly impacted by the decision of external 

actors to recognize unilaterally declared independence by South Ossetia and Kosovo, hence 

stripping them of de jure sovereignty over the regions.  

 This perspective can be related to ideas expressed by Sterio concluding that sovereignty as 

defined by the Montevideo Convention is an obsolete idea and does not reflect the realities in 

practice. Accordingly, the pillar concerning the capacity to enter into international relations 

ought to be expanded by introducing: ˝the need for the statehood-applying entity to garner the 

support of regional partners and the Great Powers, to respect human and minority rights, and 

to pledge its support and participation in the existing international organizations and world 

order. It is only if the statehood-seeking entity fulfils these additional criteria that it will be 

truly able to engage in international relations with other states˝. Consequently, it is worth 

mentioning that the outlined principles imply for both, those being considered as sovereigns, 

and those who through the concept of self-determination display aspirations towards 

becoming a sovereign body (Sterio, 2011). 
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2.2. Self-Determination 
 

The nature of the notion of self-determination is twofold. In international politics self-

determination is approached from positions – internal and Distinction between the two 

concerns weather a specific group has the right to self-determine own political future within 

or outside existing borders – to secede. This debate became increasingly important in 

international politics in the post-Cold War period. The consequences of the Yugoslav 

breakup brought into international attention the understanding of potential devastating 

outcomes of the right to external self-determination thus suggesting re-thinking the idea of 

internal self-determination.  

 

Amitai Etzioni, for example, argues that external self-determination in its classical 

understanding had ‘largely exhausted its legitimacy as a means to create more democratic 

states’. Among other examples, he points out that countries such as Uzbekistan or Belarus 

though were allowed to exercise their right to external self-determination and separate from 

the undemocratic Soviet Union, fail to implement democratic principles whose advocacy 

represented the basis of their claim (Etzioni, 1992).  This position is coincides with that of Pål 

Kolstø and Helge Blakkisrud who observe low levels of democratization in Caucasian 

breakaway provinces of Abkhazia, Nagorno Karabakh and South Ossetia (Kolstø & H, 2008).  

This had led Etzioni to conclude that ˝excessive self-determination works against 

democratization and threatens democracy in countries that have already attained it˝. 

Therefore, the author suggests that rather than supporting secession, international community 

should prioritize increasing levels of democratization of existing states. Thus, one can 

conclude that Etzioni advocates the support for internal, rather than external self-

determination (Etzioni, 1992). 
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Distinction between internal and external self-determination is of vital importance for this 

thesis. Following the instalments of international peacekeepers, institutions in both disputed 

provinces have been developing separate institution thus decreasing dependence on Tbilisi 

and Belgrade. In that sense, both South Ossetia and Kosovo had prior to unilateral 

declarations of independence exercised certain levels of internal self-determination enshrined 

in their status of autonomous province. Practically, nuances differed – for example, whereas 

Albanians were allowed to have TV stations, schools and universities in their native language 

on Kosovo, Georgian officials had denied South Ossetian population of such rights. It is 

worth mentioning that high levels of internal self-determination represent the basis of 

Serbia’s position in dialogues concerning Kosovo’s final status, formulated in the formula 

˝more than autonomy, less than sovereignty˝ (Hudson & Bowman, 2012, p. 60). 

 

Following Etzioni’s line of thinking it could be suggested that further development and 

improvement of both the new institutions in South Ossetia and Kosovo and their relations 

with central governments would have more beneficial outcomes than secession. Nonetheless, 

the officials in Tskhinvali and Pristina had both rejected increased autonomies and by 

stressing suffered injustice described proclaimed secession as the appropriate remedy of last 

resort. 

Both Georgia and Serbia include regions whose provincial authorities express secessionist 

tendencies aiming at self-determining own political future. Reasons behind their aspirations 

are complex; however, removal of central government’s rule over a specific group of people 

is in fact the basis of the right to self-determination. Therefore, the right to self-determination 

of people ought to be applied as one of the parameters through which this study is to be 

conducted. 
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The right to self-determination, as legally binding, is proclaimed in the two international 

covenants, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. As defined in the first paragraph of the 

common Article 1: ˝All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right 

they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and 

cultural development.˝ (General Assembly of the United Nations , 1966), (General Assembly 

Resolution 2200A (XXI), 1976) As such, self-determination is a human right. The language 

used has due to its failure to present a well and strict defined definition given birth to a 

significant amount of debates leaving the definition itself open for different interpretations. 

Openness to different interpretation is pointed out and examined in more detail by authors 

such as Hurst Hannum (Hannum, 1998) and Heather Wilson (Heather, 1990). Before 

examining aspects opened to different and in certain cases opposing interpretations, it is 

important to note that the notion of self-determination had passed through several phases 

before becoming a universal right. 

Self-determination originated first as a principle of international law following World War I 

and the development of the mandate system, more precisely the League of Nations. As 

Quincy Wright explains the aim of the mandate system was to transfer the lead of the 

territory under foreign control towards self-determination (Wright, 1968). The outcome was 

the creation of a great number of states following dissolutions of empires whose parts they 

were prior to World War I. The principle of self-determination had become generally 

accepted following its incorporation into Article 1 of the Charter of United Nations (United 

Nations, 1945) and the Soviet1. However, as this principle referred to overseas territories, the 

USSR was able to maintain its rule over eternal territories thus in turn revoking this right. 

                                                           
1 Article 29 of the Constitution of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, adopted in 1917, stated that the 

USSR's relations with other states were based on, inter alia, "the equal rights of peoples and their right to decide 

their own destiny." Collins, supra note 6, at 140 (citing KONST. SSSR art. 29 (1917)).  
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Further developments and strengthening resulted from the inclusion in United Nations’ 

General Assembly resolutions, most notably Resolution 1514 ˝Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples˝, Resolution 1541 (UN General Assembly, 

1960) and Resolution 2625 ˝Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning 

Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the 

United Nation˝ (UN General Assembly, 1970). The crucial element introduced by the 

adoption of Resolution 1514 is found in Article 2 stating that ˝All peoples have the right to 

self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and 

freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development˝ (UN General Assembly, 

1960). It must not be forgotten that as such it had referred to overseas territories enabling the 

central Soviet government to maintain own rule over its territories until the end of the Cold 

War. 

 

The post-Cold War period, more specifically disintegration of the Czechoslovakia, the Soviet 

Union and Yugoslavia, had signalled the beginning of a new period in the history of the right 

to self-determination of peoples. With a significant number of new entities advocating their 

right to self-determination the question of which groups constitute peoples and which groups 

should be allowed to exercise the right to self-determine own political status returned the 

issue to the international spotlight. This has to a certain extent return the discussion 

concerning the right to self-determination of peoples to its beginning. 

 

Differing views towards the definition of peoples represents a significant factor concerning 

the studied case studies. Namely, whereas the government in Tbilisi considers South 

Ossetians to be a minority denying their right to self-determination, due to the existence of 

North Ossetia in Russia, South Ossetian leaders have advocated the uniqueness of South 
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Ossetians. Similarly, in contrast with authorities in Pristina who point out to unique Kosovar-

Albanian identity, government in Belgrade considers the majority population of Kosovo to be 

simply Albanian. Whereas this argument cannot be said to play a direct role in self-

determination claims made by populations of South Ossetia and Kosovo, from the 

perspective of parent states it is rather relevant. Namely, self-determination claims are 

neglected due to the existence of previously mentioned areas located outside of parent states 

thus the self-determination claims had already occurred. 

 

The debate regarding the ethnic and cultural characteristics is beyond the scope of this thesis 

and will therefore not be discussed. The self-determination claims expressed by the 

authorities in Tskhinvali and Pristina are approached from the perspective of political self-

determination - an idea proposed by Ayelet Banai. This perspective differs from both national 

and democratic self-determination claims previously used to assess its applicability. National 

self-determination encompasses claims based on threats to a specific ethnic group by another. 

Examples of national self-determination can be found in the post-World War I period and 

during the process of decolonization. Democratic self-determination includes claims based on 

the lack of democratic representation by a certain group. In contrast, political self-

determination does not go into detailed analysis regarding the foundations on which a certain 

group is basing own claims, but accepts them as a starting point of further discussion in that 

sense bypassing potential controversial statements thus maintaining objectivity. As the author 

herself explains, the claim for self-determination as is understood ˝as a claim by a group with 

a shared political identity to establish (or maintain) separate political institutions with 

jurisdiction over identifiable territory˝ (Banai, 2013, p. 3). Therefore, throughout this thesis 

both secessionist groups are considered as political bodies advocating their possession of the 
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right to self-determine own future without examining the legibility of their claims in 

comparison with principles of both ethnic and democratic self-determination. 

2.3. Remedial Theory of Secession 
 

Secession, one type of political integration, represents an important sphere in the exercise of 

the right to external self-determination. An actor thus perceives removal of former 

sovereign’s rule as a mean of achieving external self-determination. In contrast with the right 

to self-determination which in theory remains a general right, right to secede even in theory 

remains a highly debatable topic.  

David Raič notes that secession legally may occur if parent state constitution allows it. In the 

absence of such a constitutional permission, secession may be granted by parent state 

recognition either before or after the declaration of independence (Raič, 2002). ) Similarly, 

the central government can adopt an agreement on future secession at the time of merger of 

two or more entities. Without the consent of a parent state, however, the issue of secession 

becomes significantly more disputable and complex. 

Following the work of Allen Buchanan, normative theories of secession can be divided into 

two types: (1) Primary Right theories and (2) Remedial Right theories (Buchanan, 1997). 

Primary Right theories can be paralleled with the right to self-determination. Describing the 

right to self-determine own political destiny as a general right coincides with the 

understanding of general right to secede. Therefore, groups can be sought to have a general 

right to secede. Thus groups aspiring to secede can base own agenda on different conditions, 

not as a mean of remedying an injustice they have suffered. The nature of the basis of their 

aspirations can be – historical, racial or ethnic, cultural or linguistic, religious or ideological, 

geographical or territorial, economic, quantitative (Vidmar, 2013). The issue of defining 
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people, and distinguishing between those groups which should and those which should not be 

defined as such is a complicated task. James Crawford discussing Taiwanese independence 

notes that the existence of a people is based on their consciousness of their uniqueness 

(International Commission of Jurists, n.d.). This implies that defining a people based on their 

idea of uniqueness and supporting their right to secession as a general right can lead to 

negative outcomes resulting from its evident openness to abuses. Borrowing the term from 

the novelist Salman Rushdie, Sterio stressed that general acceptance of the right to secede 

could lead to creation of ‘selfistans’. Arguably, the author points out that secession as defined 

by the General Right theories would result in a never-ending process of state formation and 

secession (Sterio, 2010). 

 

Multi-ethnic unique Kosovar identity had been an important principle guiding both Pristina’s 

secessionist aspirations and US’s support. Marisola Xhelili, in her 2010 paper entitled Post-

Independent Kosovo: From Prescriptive to Descriptive Identities had discussed the 

uniqueness of Kosovar identity by examining ethnic divisions between Albanians and Serbs. 

The author advocates that the failure to acknowledge the shared and distinct Kosovar identity 

by both Albanians and Serbians results from long periods of supporting ethnic divisions 

which is a result of power tactic by political leaders from the both sides. She concludes, that 

people living in Kosovo should ˝re-conceptualize their identity, not by giving up their culture 

but by integrating under a common nation˝ (Xhelili, 2010). Interestingly, conclusions made 

by Xhelili can be perceived as an argument supporting Sterio’s ideas – secession can be used 

as a method of creating identities, thus, creating a never-ending process.  

 

It is worth noting that although the debate concerning the existence of a separate Kosovar 

identity does represent an important part of discussion concerning Kosovo’s future it does not 
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represent the primary basis of recognizing Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independence. 

On the contrary, suffered injustice is commonly regarded as a reason behind recognition of 

both South Ossetia and Kosovo. Support for secession is explained as the method of last 

resort in protecting rights and lives of population living in South Ossetia and Kosovo. 

 

The Supreme Court of Canada had declared in the Quebec case that the right to self-

determination of a people is normally fulfilled through internal self-determination, therefore 

within an existing state. A right to external self-determination – secession, arises in only the 

most extreme cases (Vidmar, 2009). The most extreme cases represent the foundation of 

Remedial Right theories. 

Elaborating on Remedial Right theories, Buchanan reminds us of John Locke’s work 

concerning normative theories of revolution. As people have the right to overthrow the 

government as a result of basic rights violations, from the same perspective a group of people 

ought to be allowed to secede. In that sense, Remedial Right theories as Primary Right 

theories normatively suggest principles according to which secession without prior 

constitutional provision or the consent of the parent state should be allowed. Reversely, rather 

than recognizing general right to secede, Remedial Right theories aim at formulating specific 

examples in which secession is justified. Moreover, Buchanan focuses on a version of 

Remedial Right theories – Remedial Right Only Theory.  According to this version a group 

should be allowed to secede if: (1) the physical survival of its members is threatened by 

actions of the state or it suffers violations of other basic human; or (2) its previously 

sovereign territory was unjustly taken by the state (Buchanan, 1997). 
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Principles included in the definition of Remedial Right Only Theory coincide with the origin 

of secessionist claims by political elites in Tskhinvali and Pristina and international 

recognition.  

 

Following the 2008 unilateral declaration of independence, majority people of both South 

Ossetia and Kosovo have considered to be liberated from the unjust rule of Tbilisi and 

Belgrade. For South Ossetia, unilateral declaration of independence was perceived as a 

remedy for the injustice suffered in 1989 when South Ossetia had declared independence and 

unification with North Ossetia (Levy, 2008). For Kosovo, the 2008 unilateral declaration of 

independence was perceived as a remedy for the injustice suffered following the breakup of 

Socialist Yugoslavia when Kosovo was not allowed to secede from Serbia (Bilefsky, 2008). 

Therefore, both the authorities in Tskhinvali and Pristina had perceived their unilateral 

declarations of independence as a remedy for the unjust taking of sovereignty by Georgia and 

Serbia which coincides with the principles of the Remedial Right Only Theory. 

With relevance to the threats to the physical survival, both the population in South Ossetia 

and Kosovo have without any doubt suffered significantly, in varying terms, as a result of 

central government policies. If the injustice suffered was in fact threatening the physical 

survival of the people is outside the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, it is important to note 

that threats to survival of people have been used as a reason behind international recognition 

of South Ossetia and Kosovo.  

In an official statement made by the Russian President Dmitry Medvedev in August 2008, 

recognizing unilateral declaration of independence by South Ossetia had stated that the 

objective of Georgian officials during the so-called five day war in August 2008 was 

˝annexing South Ossetia through the annihilation of a whole people˝. As a result, the 

President concluded that ˝it is our understanding that after what has happened in Tskhinvali 
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and what has been planned for Abkhazia they have the right to decide their destiny by 

themselves˝ (Levy, 2008). 

Similarly, in an official statement made by the US President George W Bush in February 

2008, recognising unilateral declaration of independence by Kosovo had made references to 

the ˝darkest hours of tragedy˝ in Kosovo’s history – the events prior and the 1999 NATO 

bombing campaign against Yugoslavia (Bush, 2008). Direct remarks concerning the threats 

to survival of people living in Kosovo were not made; nonetheless, reference to the period 

prior to and during the 1999 NATO bombing campaign arguably can be related to statements 

made by the US officials at the time. For example, in 2010, former US President Bill Clinton, 

who was in office during late 1999, had compared atrocities committed by the Yugoslav 

army and police forces against the Kosovo Albanians to the genocide in Rwanda (Blair, 

2010). 

International recognition of unilaterally declared independence, secession, by South Ossetia 

and Kosovo from the perspective of the Russian Federation and the United States both, 

though conversely, fall under the auspices of the Remedial Right Only Theory. As a result, 

the two cases benefit the understanding of the theory. Buchanan’s first principle allowing 

secession if the physical survival of its members is threatened by actions of the state or it 

suffers violations of other basic human rights ought to be expanded in order to include also 

past actions. Such an attempt would considerably impact the theory itself by decreasing its 

specific and narrow definition. Contrariwise, the lack of re-defining the Remedial Right Only 

Theory, would suggest that the secession of Kosovo, cannot be considered to fit within its 

framework due to the time factor. However, as Kosovo had been internationally recognized, 

in this specific case by the USA, opens door for further discussion concerning the motives. 

Similarly, the lack of recognition of South Ossetia opens door for posing similar questions. 
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3. Secessionism in Georgia and Serbia  

 

South Ossetia’s and Kosovo’s unilaterally declared independencies had received international 

recognition in 2008 although in fact it is not the first time such actions had been conducted. 

This chapter aims at presenting a brief overview of developments in the two areas without 

analysing conflicts. As such, it seeks to provide a timeline of events prior to unilateral 

declarations of independence providing background knowledge. It must be noted that the 

analysis of key events in South Ossetia and Kosovo are conducted within the framework of 

their parent states. Thus, the emphasis is put on the two provinces as autonomous regions of 

Georgia and Serbia, excluding long and complex historical descriptions. Based on official 

statements the second part of the chapter provides information concerning the official US 

position towards unilateral declarations of independence and more importantly attitude 

towards parent states. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to both introduce the reader with 

the topic and provide the starting point of the analysis conducted in this thesis based on 

similarities and dissimilarities between the two.   

3.1. South Ossetia  

 

Following the dissolution of the Tsarist Russia and the 1917 October Revolution region once 

considered as Ossetia was divided into North Ossetia and South Ossetia. North Ossetia had 

become a part of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR) whereas South 

Ossetia was included in the Georgian Democratic Republic. Dissatisfaction caused by this 

division, considered as unlawful by the Ossetians, resulted in three uprisings between the 

years 1918 and 1920. South Ossetian officials had proclaimed the Soviet Rule in the area thus 

implying independence from Georgia. Violence erupted and South Ossetian forces combined 

with groups from the Red Army had defeated Georgian troops. Result was the declaration of 

the Soviet rule in South Ossetia and eventually Georgia as a whole. With the dissolution of 
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the Soviet Union and Georgian independence from the USSR in 1990 the question 

concerning the future of South Ossetia returned. Shortly after Georgian independence South 

Ossetia had unilaterally declared independence proclaiming the South Ossetian Soviet 

Democratic Republic. Actions by the Tskhinvali officials were annulled by the Government 

in Tbilisi and the autonomy of South Ossetia was abolished. Military and police presence in 

the region had dramatically increased resulting in increased violence (Sosnowski, 2012).  

Violence resulted in what became known as the First South Ossetia war (1991-1992) with 

severe casualties on both sides and significant amounts of displaced persons. (Human Rights 

Watch, 1992) 

In 1992, following Eduard Shevardnadze’s appointment as a President of Georgia the issue 

concerning the future of South Ossetia and primarily its peaceful nature had returned into 

focus. Ideas about the peaceful resolution of the conflict brought about the signing of the 

1992 Dagomiss Agreement. It provided the basis of the establishment of a Joint Control 

Commission including actors from Georgia, South Ossetia, North Ossetia and Russia. 

Likewise, an OSCE Mission was established supervising the compliance with the agreement 

(OSCE, 1992). In the coming year South Ossetia had adopted own constitution and national 

symbols. Tbilisi responded by neglecting these actions and replacing the use of the term 

South Ossetia with ˝the Tskhinvali region˝. (Sosnowski, 2012, p. 16) Relatively peaceful 

period had ended with the start of presidency by Mikhail Saakashvili who had made a 

promise to resolve the conflict in the area. Increased attacks by the South Ossetian 

paramilitary groups on Georgian military and police forces resulted in strong response. As 

violence continued to grow civilian population began to leave the area in growing numbers. 

In April 2008 UNSC Resolution 1808 was adopted which reaffirmed Georgia’s sovereignty 

and territorial integrity and called for peaceful resolution of the conflict. (UNSC, 2008) 
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However, the main offensive by the Georgian military and police forces had begun on 7 

August 2008. On the following day, while international focus was on Beijing and the start of 

the 2008 Olympic Games, Russian military forces had without the consent of the UNSC 

entered Georgia. This marked the beginning of the Five Day War (Lotta & Wallensteen, 

2009). 

Perceptions concerning actions undertaken by Russia differ. Whereas Georgian officials 

referring to international law and sovereignty labelled Russian actions as an invasion, 

Moscow described own actions as humanitarian – aiming at the protection of minority rights. 

In that sense Russia had pointed out to its responsibility to protect both South Ossetian 

population as well as own citizens2. As pointed out by the chief of staff of the Government of 

Russian Federation Sergey Sobyanin, the South Ossetia had witnessed a ‘situation of a human 

catastrophe’. Comparable position is held by Professor Inal Sanakoev, Senior Researcher of 

the North-Ossetian Institute for humanitarian studies. (Sanakoev, 2011) 

International pressure resulted in a peace treaty mediated by the French President Nicolas 

Sarkozy signed on 12 August 2008. Russia had obliged itself to remove its military forces 

from Georgia but remained present South Ossetia handing the control over the buffer zone 

(between South Ossetia and the rest of Georgian territory) to the EU monitoring mission in 

Georgia.  On the 26 August the Russian President had officially recognized unilaterally 

declared independence by the provisional authorities in South Ossetia (Medvedev, 2008). 

Unilateral declaration of independence by South Ossetia has been recognized by six UN 

member states3. However it had failed to become an UN member state. 

                                                           
2 It should be noted that significant amount of South Ossetians in fact possess Russian passports in turn making 

them Russian citizens.  
3 South Ossetia was recognized by Russia, Venezuela, Nicaragua, Nauru, Tuvalu and Vanuatu. However Tuvalu 

and Vanuatu had withdrawn recognition.  
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3.2. Kosovo 

 

The dissolution of the Ottoman Empire in the early 20th Century had in the Balkans resulted 

in new border formations. Following the 1878 Berlin Congress Serbia had gained 

independence and, in the same year, Albanian-led League of Prizren, advocating the 

necessity of Albanian autonomy within the Empire was founded4. The end of the First Balkan 

War marked by the 1912 London Peace Treaty described borders of Serbia and Albania. 

Borders outlined in the London Peace Treaty had returned majority Albanian-populated 

Kosovo under Serbia’s sovereign rule after nearly five hundred years of Ottoman rule 

(Corovic, 1997).  

Belgrade’s sovereign rule was removed throughout the Second World War when the 

regulation over Kosovo was jointly conducted by Nazi Germany, Bulgaria and Albania. With 

the end of the war and the establishment of the Socialist Yugoslavia, Kosovo, received 

territorial autonomy within the Socialist Republic of Serbia – as outlined in the 1946 

Constitution. Territorial autonomy implied the conceptualisation of a unique area of Kosovo 

which exists to this day. Autonomous Area of Kosovo’s autonomy was increased by the 1963 

Constitution characterized by the formation of Socialist Autonomous Province. Accordingly, 

universities and schools, radio and TV stations on Albanian language, as well as the greater 

autonomy in budgetary sources allocations.  The 1974 Constitution expanded Kosovo’s 

autonomy to de facto republic status. As a result, political representatives were able to 

participate in meetings on Federal level, together with officials from republics’ capitals 

(Arhiv Jugoslavije, 1946; 1963; 1974;). Whereas the three previously discussed documents 

had expanded Kosovo’s autonomy within Serbia, the 1990 and 1992 Constitutions of Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia had reversed effects. As a result of the 1990 Constitution adopted 

                                                           
4 League of Prizren also known as the League for the Defense of the Rights of the Albanian Nation is a political 

organization advocating greater autonomy for Albanian-populated areas both in the Ottoman Empire and newly 

formed states following the Treaty of Berlin (1878). 
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during the civil war in Yugoslavia, Kosovo-Albanian leaders had in 1991 unilaterally 

declared independence. This declaration had been the first official demand of that type. 

Unilateral declaration did not gain wider international support and was solely recognized by 

Albania. Pristina’s decision was annulled by the Yugoslav Parliament. Likewise, following 

the unilateral declaration of independence the Parliament of Kosovo had been disbanded and 

decision making was transferred to Belgrade (Derens, 2008). Economic assistance to 

Socialist Yugoslavia’s least developed region had corresponded to Constitutional 

alternations. Whereas the 1970s are considered to be Kosovo’s ˝golden era˝ the 1990s could 

without any doubt be described as the darkest.  

The 1990s had also witnessed the radicalization of self-determination, independence, 

aspirations characterized by armed conflicts primarily between the Yugoslav army and police 

forces on one, and the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) led by Hashim Thaci on another. The 

KLA, at the time considered to be a terrorist organization linked with Al-Qaida at least by the 

US President Bill Clinton’s special envoy to the Balkans Robert Gelbard (Gelbard, 1998).  It 

is important to note that the KLA should not be perceived as the only mean through which 

Kosovo Albanians advocated own claims. Less violent path had been undertaken by 

politicians such as Ibrahim Rugova, leader of the Democratic League of Kosovo and the 

president of Kosovo following the 1991 unilateral declaration of independence.  With the 

intensification of violence and civilian casualties, internationally perceived as a result of the 

excessive use of force by the Yugoslav forces necessitated peaceful solution of the conflict. 

The two sides met in the French Castle Rambouillet in order to sign the Kosovo Interim 

Agreement. Failure to compel with the agreement resulted in the initiation of the 1999 NATO 

bombing campaign Allied Force against Yugoslavia. The operation was initiated without the 

consent of the UN Security Council. Consequently, the Government in Belgrade had signed 

the Military Technical Agreement. As described in the document the Belgrade authorities had 
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agreed to withdraw military and police forces from Kosovo thus transferring de facto rule 

over the region to NATO- led Kosovo Force (KFOR) (Kosovo Interim Agreement, 1999). 

Consequently, the UN Resolution 1244 was adopted maintaining Serbia’s sovereignty in its 

internationally recognized borders, prior to the NATO campaign.  

Failure to maintain stability in the region, primarily evident from the abuse of non-Albanian, 

minority groups resulted in the transfer of Kosovo’s governance from the UN to the EU and 

the substitution of KFOR by the European Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (EULEX). 

EULEX forces had been deployed on 16 February 2008, a day prior to unilaterally declared 

independence (European Union External Action, 2008).  On 17 February 2008 the Parliament 

of Kosovo had unilaterally declared independence. The following day the Parliament of 

Serbia had annulled Pristina’s decision. In contrast with the 1991 declaration, Kosovo’s 2008 

unilaterally declared independence had been recognized by around one hundred UN member 

states. However it had failed to become an UN member state. 

4. The US – Georgia relations: an IPE perspective 

 

The year 1991 officially marked the withdrawal of Moscow’s rule over former Soviet 

republics, however, the pursuit of interests in those regions did not come to an end. Russian 

involvement in the Caspian region serves as a firm example supporting this claim. In contrast 

with Cold War global arms race, Russian policy makers had to shift priorities to domestic 

issues. Economic transition, borders and ethnicity together with the emergence of a civil 

society were perceived as Russia’s most important problems (Arbatov, Kaiser, & Legvold, 

1999). This however, did not exclude foreign involvement. On the contrary, domestic 

economic problems required inclusion of economic objectives in country’s foreign policy. 

This was evident from Russian stance towards the Caspian region. Emmanuel Karagiannis 

notes that Russian interests in the Caucasus undoubtedly focus around economic and oil-
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related issues. In addition, the author claims, those issues are tightly related to geopolitical 

considerations (Karagiannis, 2002). Excluding a limited number of specialized academicians, 

following the breakup of the Soviet Union, the knowledge of the entire Caspian region in the 

US was fairly limited. Frederic Starr observed that ˝the US government was woefully 

ignorant˝ of the region (Svante, 2000). The US agenda, as put by Deputy Secretary of State at 

the time, towards the post-Soviet space was based on the policy ˝Russia First˝ (Ismailzade, 

2010). In order to successfully achieve its political objectives, Russia, benefitting from the 

US approach sought to present itself as the leading security agent in ˝near abroad˝. One 

example of such an approach was the formation of the Commonwealth of Independent States 

(CIS). In 1995 facing growing conflicts in Abkhazia and negligence by the US and the UN, 

Georgia turned to Moscow, joining the CIS in 1995.  As a result Moscow provided Georgian 

troops with requested amounts of military means. The agreement signed by the Georgian 

President Eduard Shevardnadze had also included the construction of four Russian military 

bases in the country (Tbilisi, Akhalkalaki, Batumi and Gudauta). Deployment of Russian 

troops on Georgian soil had represented an action threatening country’s independence 

(Croissant, 1999, p. 279). Implications caused by the placement of Russian troops in Georgia 

were acknowledged by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). 

The 1999 OSCE Istanbul Document had included the suggestion regarding the negotiation 

process between governments of Georgia and Russia leading towards the reduction of 

numbers of Russian troops5 (OSCE, 1999, p. 49). Threats to Georgian sovereignty imposed 

by Russia were well understood in Tbilisi.  

                                                           
5 Abstract from the text: ˝Reaffirming our strong support for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Georgia, 

we stress the need for solving the conflicts with regard to the Tskhinvali region/South Ossetia and Abkhazia, 

Georgia, particularly by defining the political status of these regions within Georgia. Respect for human rights 

and development of joint democratic institutions as well as the prompt, safe and unconditional return of refugees 

and internally displaced persons will contribute to peaceful settlement of these conflicts. We underscore the 

importance of taking concrete steps in this direction. We welcome progress reached at this Summit Meeting in 

the Georgian-Russian negotiations on the reduction of Russian military equipment in Georgia.˝ 
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Increasing dissatisfaction with both political and economic situation in the country as well as 

with a permissive attitude towards Moscow’s interference by the President Shevardnadze had 

culminated in 2003. Following what became known as the Rose Revolution Shevardnadze 

had resigned and following elections Mikheil Saakashvili was chosen as a new President of 

Georgia. Saakashvili, Columbia University Law School graduate, had following his election 

promised a radical shift in state politics. Priorities of the new President included 

implementation of liberal market economy, NATO and the EU membership as well as the 

change of attitude towards Russia which was described as a supporter of separatist regions of 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia (Sosnowski, 2012, p. 73). 

 The September 11 attacks had marked the beginning of global war on terror. This had 

enabled Russian government to intensify anti-terrorist actions against Chechen separatist 

groups – often entering the Pankisi Gorge in northern Georgia. New international scenario 

had provided Georgian officials with a reasoning behind further developing own military 

capabilities thus increasing state security threatened by potential terrorist attacks. Following 

the agreement between the two governments the Pentagon had agreed to send troops to 

Georgia in order to provide the necessary training in anti-terrorist warfare. In 2002, a year 

before the previously mentioned elections, five hundred US Special Forces soldiers were 

stationed in Georgia. Additionally, the same agreement had included the supply of uniforms, 

communications equipment, combat helicopters and small weapons and ammunition worth 

$64 million (Kleveman, 2003, p. 35). 

Change of political course by Georgia promised by President Saakashvili, from a realist 

perspective, necessitates an increase of hard power – military expenditures. According to 

Alexander Sosnovski, Georgia had during President Saakashvili in fact gone through the 

process of evident militarisation. (Sosnowski, 2012) Data presented by the Stockholm 

International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) confirm his claims. For example, the 
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information points out to a constant increase in military expenditure, the most drastic increase 

evident in 2007 and 2008, pre-conflict and conflict years. More specifically, Georgian 

military expenditures grew from 57.7 in 2003 to 80.6 in 2004 when Saakashvili took the 

presidency, reaching 720 $ million in 2007. In terms of GDP, for the previously mentioned 

years, military spending grew from 1.0 to 1.1 eventually reaching 5.2 percent in 2007. For 

further information regarding 1999- 2008 Georgia’s military expenditures see Figure 1. For 

further information regarding 1999-2007 Georgia’s military expenditures as percentage of 

GDP see Figure 2. 

Bilateral relation between the US and Georgia are conducted within the two frameworks – the 

NATO – Georgia Commission (NGC) and the Charter on Strategic Partnership, signed in 

2008 and 2009, respectively (Suchkov, 2011).  

State relations with NATO officially started in 1992 when Georgia joined North Atlantic 

Cooperation Council and the Partnership for Peace in 1994. Throughout time both sides had 

engaged in improving and further developing mutual cooperation. 

The NGC was established as a step further developing participants’ relations previously 

maintained through the 2004 Individual Partnership Action Plan (IPAP). Among other 

aspects of cooperation between the two parties included in the IPAP was the participation of 

Georgian troops in the Iraq war. The amount of Georgian troops participating in the conflict 

was around 2,000 – third largest force in the international coalition (Sosnowski, 2012, p. 51). 

The 2009 NGC as outlined on by NATO is ˝to serve as a forum for both political 

consultations and practical cooperation to help Georgia achieve its goal of membership in 

NATO.6˝ (NATO, 2012) Support for Georgian membership in NATO has been perceived as a 

beneficial policy goal by both politicians and general public. According to the 2007 study 

                                                           
6 Georgian NATO membership was officially agreed upon at the 2008 Bucharest Summit. 
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conducted by Caucasus Research Resource Center, entitled Caucasus Analytical Digest7 

cooperation with both the US and NATO is among the Caucasus states most significantly 

supported by the Georgian population. For further information regarding Perception of 

Political Relations with the US see Figure 3. For further information regarding Support for 

NATO membership see Figure 4. 

Additionally, it should be noted that on a non-binding referendum in held on 11 January 

2008, few months before the start of the conflict, 72 percent of voters had supported 

Georgian aspirations to join the NATO (Sputnik International, 2008). 

Georgian membership in NATO since its original application is considered to be 

controversial due to several reasons. Primarily, Georgia is the furthest east country aspiring to 

join NATO. Such a step would, arguably, not be welcomed by Moscow, thus potentially 

increasing security problems for both NATO and Georgia itself. In a similar manner, state’s 

geographical position is opened to debate which in turn can be used as a Trojan horse for 

future conflicts. Geographical inclusion of Georgia into Eastern Europe would enable 

country’s accession to NATO as the Article 10 of the 1949 North Atlantic Treaty limits 

expansion to European states8 (NATO, 1949). Thus, welcoming Georgia into NATO, 

implying the inclusion of Caucasus countries into Eastern Europe, would enable remaining 

countries in the region to follow its footsteps. On one hand, this would enable NATO to come 

to Russian borders, and on the other, increase tensions between the two. 

                                                           
7 Caucasus Research Resource Center – Caucasus Analytical Digest is a monthly internet publication jointly 

produced by the Heinrich Böll Foundation in Tbilisi, the Research Centre for East European Studies at the 

University of Bremen, the Resource Security Institute in Washington, DC and the Center for Security Studies 

(CSS) at ETH Zurich with support from the German Association for East European Studies (DGO) 
8 Article 10: The Parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite any other European State in a position to further 

the principles of this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the North Atlantic area to accede to this Treaty. 

Any State so invited may become a Party to the Treaty by depositing its instrument of accession with the 

Government of the United States of America. The Government of the United States of America will inform each 

of the Parties of the deposit of each such instrument of accession. 
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The US – Georgian political relation cannot be described as merely revolving around NATO 

membership, which can be said plays an important role. Bilateral relations, including future 

objectives, are formulated in the 2009 Charter on Strategic Partnership. As defined, ˝based on 

core basic principles and beliefs shared by both sides˝, future cooperation is based on: 

 Support for each other’s sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and 

inviolability of borders constitutes the foundation of our bilateral relations. 

 Cooperation between democracies on defense and security is essential to respond 

effectively to threats to peace and security; 

 A strong, independent, sovereign and democratic Georgia, capable of responsible self-

defense, contributes to the security and prosperity not only of all Georgians, but of a 

Europe whole, free and at peace. 

 The United States encourages efforts by Georgia to deepen its political, economic, 

security, and social ties with other nations of the Euroatlantic community. 

 The partners declare that their shared goal is the full integration of Georgia into 

European and transatlantic political, economic, security, and defense institutions as 

Georgia meets the necessary standards9 (Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs, 

2009). 

Based on support for each other’s sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and 

inviolability of borders constituting the foundation of bilateral relations, as indicated in the 

document, alongside deepening political, economic, security and social ties with others nation 

of Euroatlantic community, the US had obliged itself to support democratization  process in 

Georgia. Maxim Suchkov notes that such an approach, strengthening military capabilities and 

further developing democratic institutions and civil society can be understood as targeting 

                                                           
9 Abstract from the text. 
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both the improvement of the general situation in the country and re-engagement in the two 

breakaway provinces. Fostering democracy, internal development and economic growth 

would enable Georgia to set a positive example resulting in an increase of international 

support for its claims in ongoing territorial disputes (Suchkov, 2011). Positive developments 

could enable the government in Tbilisi to show its potential. Government capable of 

developing functioning system based on democratic institutions and strong civil society 

would increase country’s international reputation. Consequently this could strengthen support 

for Georgian position concerning non-recognizing its breakaway provinces. Following this 

line of thinking, it can be said that successful process of democratization could be used as 

firm evidence suggesting that problems in both Abkhazia and South Ossetia could and should 

be resolved internally.  

Progress in the process of democratization in Georgia had been well noted by the US 

officials. On a May 2005 visit to Tbilisi, President George W. Bush had expressed his support 

towards the developments in the country describing it as a role model for other countries to 

follow10 (BBC News, 2005).  The President had repeated his admiration to successful 

democratization process in the country on a meeting with Georgian President Saakashvili in 

March 2008 in Washington. (Bush, 2008). Georgia’s progress in the process of 

democratization had likewise been noted by the President Obama. In January 2012 following 

a meeting with the President Saakashvili, President Obama had concluded that the US – 

˝appreciate the model of democracy and transparency that they’ve been setting not just for 

their own country but also for the region as a whole.˝ (Obama, 2012) Based on the 

statements delivered by the US Presidents it could be said that Georgia can be considered a 

                                                           
10 ‘We are living in historic times when freedom is advancing from the Black Sea to the Caspian, and to the 

Persian Gulf and beyond. As you watch free people gathering in squares like this across the world, waving their 

nations’ flags and demanding their God given rights, you can take pride in this fact: They have been inspired by 

your example and they take hope in your success. As you build freedom in this country, you must know that the 

seeds of liberty you are planning in Georgian soil are flowering across the globe. I have come here to thank you 

for your courage’ 
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successful example of democratic transition. Since transition to democracy and its 

consolidation are complex processes, it is necessary to examine not only Presidential 

statements but also the developments on the field.  

Deputy Assistant Secretary for European and Eurasian Affairs at the Department of State, 

Eric Rubin, who had worked in Georgia as a diplomat for over 20 years since country’s 

independence highlighted the remarkable progress the country has made since gaining 

independence. According to Rubin, the most significant achievement were the 2012 

parliamentary elections which had proven that democracy is not just a slogan in Georgia 

(Rubin, 2012). Lincoln Mitchel, on the contrary, claims that democratic transition in Georgia, 

especially in the context of the US support, significantly differs from official statements and 

reports. He notes that Presidential statements concerning democratisation consist mainly of 

direct support for a government – perceived as a primary engine of democratization. 

Moreover the author argues that considerably less funds were provided for civil society 

organizations, media and other nongovernmental aspects of democracy. This is in contrast 

with the amount of funds allocated to the government resulting in an increase of advisors and 

technical support. Bob Evans, Chief of Party for the International Research and Exchange 

Board (IREX) described his activities in Georgia in a following manner – ˝We were told 

many times to fully support the new regime and not point out the shortcomings of the new 

(Saakashvili) government˝. Furthermore, he notes ˝We were publically told that we had done 

such a great job that media development was no longer necessary but behind the scenes we 

were hearing that they did not need media program because Georgia had already had its 

revolution.˝ However, although Mitchel is not convinced about the success of democratic 

transition in Georgia, as oppose to official statements, he argues that long run success of this 

process is of vital importance for the US. Namely, effective accomplishment of democratic 

transition in a post-Soviet country would provide the US with necessary evidence that its 
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commitment to democratization is in fact true. This will, in turn enable the US to engage in 

similar processes around the globe. Furthermore, as Georgia is a Christian country, it is not 

an area in which an anti-American Islamist regime might come into power and threaten its 

security. On the contrary, if democracy in Georgia fails, the country could easily return to 

being semi-democratic, semi-failed ex-Soviet state which thus becoming vulnerable to 

Russian or Iranian influence. Such an outcome could have negative consequences on both 

economic and political aspects – losing an important ally in an important area (Mitchel, 2009, 

pp. 135-137).  Contrasting views concerning democratization between the government 

officials and the personnel involved in the process thus suggestively necessitate the 

continuation of the US involvement in the country.  

Support for democracy in Georgia by the US certainly represents an important factor in 

bilateral relations. However, overlooking economic assistance provided by the US would be 

unprofessional.  

The US – Georgia economic relations officially starting back in 1992 had gradually been 

developing. Bilateral economic relations had reached peak in 2009 when the two 

governments signed the ‘Charter on Strategic Partnership’. Jim Nichol from the 

Congressional Research Service describes US as Georgia’s single largest bilateral donor. 

Throughout the period between 1992 and 2010 the US had donated $3.37 billion to Georgia. 

The most significant amount of economic aid, $895.67 million, was allocated in the year 

2008 (Nichol, 2013, pp. 37-38). For further information regarding the US Budgeted 

Assistance to Georgia by Year (FY1992-FY2001) see Figure 5. For further information 

regarding the US Budgeted Assistance to Georgia by Year (FY2002-FY2010) see Figure 6. 

The US economic assistance did not stop in the year 2010. Georgia continues being among 

the top receivers in terms of per capita US aid and US budgeted aid. In accordance with the 
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data provided by the US Department of State in the year 2012, Georgia had received $85.5 

million, in 2013 $70.1 million and for the year 2014 the Administration had requested 

additional $62 million. (Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs, 2013) It is worth noting 

that these figures do exclude Defense and Energy Department funds.  

Following the 2008 ˝Five day war˝ between Georgia and Russia, the US Agency for 

International Development (USAID) and the Defense and State Departments have provided 

several aid programmes aiming at safeguarding Georgia’s continued growth. The total 

amount of funds included in programmes such as Freedom Support Act amounts to around $1 

billion (Rice, 2008).  For further information concerning areas prioritized in the $1 billion 

programme see Figure 7. 

Combining the data from previously displayed tables, it can be said that the US had donated 

more than $4billion throughout the twenty year period or, around $200 million annually. 

Assessment of the inflow of American state funds to Georgia ought not to exclude the 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). 

FDI, as stated by the representatives of the IMF Mission in Georgia has been the driving 

force behind rapid economic growth in the country enabling the overcoming of Russian 

economic embargo (IMF Mission to Georgia, 2007). The FDI had rapidly increased since the 

year 2005 – the beginning of construction of the BTC pipeline, but had witnessed a dramatic 

and sudden decrease in 2009 due to instability resulting from the 2008 conflict. This had 

notably been reflected onto the net inflows (percent of GDP).  In contrast with the year 1999 

when FDI was at its lowest value $82,300,000 (2.94% of GDP); the peak was reached in 

2007 $1,877,616,000 (18.46% of GDP) (International Financial Statistics and Balance of 

Payments databases, 2011). For further information regarding FDI net inflows in Georgia see 

Figure 8.  
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Overall, it must be said that the US does not represent the largest single provider of FDI. 

However, the US represents an important actor. According to data provided by the Georgian 

officials, the US FDI in Georgia in period between 2007 and 2012 amounted to $426.5 

million - constituting 8.4 percent of the total Foreign Direct Investments for the same 

period. FDI for the year 2013 January-September amounted to $62.8 Million, which 

represents an increase of investments by over 117% compared to the same period in 2012 

(Embassy of Georgia to the United States of America, 2014). 

 

Assessment of the US – Georgia economic relations, though relying on the US support, is not 

a one-way track. Trade flow although fluctuating, can be described as increasing. Both 

imports and exports from and to the US have increased significantly during the period 2000-

2013. In the year 2008, witnessing both the official start of the World Economic Crisis and 

the Five Day War, Georgian imports have amounted to $358.1 million. Exports on the 

contrary have been the highest in the year 2012, $226.2 million (Embassy of Georgia to the 

United States of America, 2014). For further information regarding trade flow between 

Georgia and the US (FY2000–FY2013) see Figure 9. 

Based on previously presented data how can the US – Georgian economic relation be 

summarized? 

The US Budgeted Assistance to Georgia for the period 1992-2010 is equal to $3.37 billion.  

The most significant proportion of that sum, $895.67 million, was allocated in the year 2008 

– year in which South Ossetia had unilaterally proclaimed independence from Georgia. In 

2009, year following Russo-Georgian war, the US had appropriated another $1 billion of 

support. It must be noted that the sum was to be distributed over several years. In sum, during 

the mentioned period the US had donated, $4, 37 billion.  This in turn, following simple 

division equals to $243 million annually. Whereas the US FDI between 2007 and 2012 
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totalled $426.5 million, in 2013 FDI for the year 2013 January-September had increased by 

117% compared to the same period in 2012. Bilateral trade likewise is increasing. The most 

significant amount, worth $358, 1 million, the US exported to Georgia in 2008. Imports from 

Georgia, worth $226, 2 million, were highest in 2012, year when countries’ defense 

representatives officially outlined and signed main directions of Enhanced Defense 

Cooperation. 

5. The US – Serbia relations: an IPE perspective 

 

The US – Serbia relations had officially begun in 2006 following Serbia’s independence from 

Montenegro, however, the two countries had maintained bilateral relations throughout the 

1990s. Suggestively, the year 1990 could be taken as a starting point of indirectly-direct 

relations following the adoption of the Public Law No. 101-513 at the 101St Congress held in 

November of that year. The public law included the Foreign Operations, Export Financing 

and Related Programs Appropriations Act. The Act called for the prohibition of any financial 

support to Socialist Yugoslavia as a whole transferring potential assistance to individual 

republics11 (The US Congress, 1990).  

Serbia’s international cooperation throughout the 1990s had been limited by the UN SC 

sanctions imposed until 1996 and the adoption of the Dayton Agreement12. Removal of 

                                                           
11 Abstract from the text: ˝Prohibits, six months after this Act's enactment, the expenditure of funds made 

available pursuant to this Act to provide assistance to Yugoslavia. Directs the Secretary of the Treasury to 

instruct the U.S. executive directors to international financial institutions to oppose any assistance to 

Yugoslavia. Exempts from such prohibition assistance to support democratic parties or movements and 

emergency and humanitarian assistance. Makes such prohibition inapplicable if: (1) all the individual republics 

of Yugoslavia have held free and fair elections and are not engaged in a pattern of human rights violations; or 

(2) the Secretary of State certifies that Yugoslavia is making significant strides toward complying with the 

Helsinki Accords and is encouraging any republic which has not held free and fair elections to do so.˝ 

12 Following the Dayton Agreement Serbia and Montenegro formed Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Serbia acts 

as a successor state of both Socialist Yugoslavia (1943-1992) and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (1992-

2003) and Serbia and Montenegro (2003-2006). The analysis conducted in this chapter includes periods in 

which Serbia was a part of a federal state since policies affecting Yugoslavia had primarily impacted on Serbia,  
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sanctions did not result in state’s complete re-inclusion into international politics. The so-

called ˝outer layer˝ of sanctions excluding the state from cooperating with the IMF, World 

Bank and the EU remained in force (Prokopijevic & Teokarevic, 1997).  

Throughout this period, in contrast with the ex-Warsaw Pact countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe which had following the end of the Cold War focused their agendas on the EU and 

NATO membership Serbia’s agenda was concerned with domestic issues. Civil war, identity, 

territory, economy shattered by international sanctions prevented Belgrade from engaging in 

international cooperation. In turn, government officials sought to maintain the Cold War 

policy of political neutrality, thus refraining from expressing any aspirations towards NATO 

membership unlike other European countries (Pavlovic & Antonic, 2007). NATO – Serbia 

relationship since the breakup of Socialist Yugoslavia according to Jelena Radoman could be 

best described as ˝exceptional˝. Exceptionality, accordingly, implies that Serbia remains the 

only Balkan state that has not either become a NATO member state, like Croatia and Albania, 

or declared any aspirations to do so, as in the case of Macedonia, Montenegro and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. Exceptionality of NATO – Serbia relationship continues being referred to at 

any discussion concerning mutual cooperation (Radoman, 2012, p. 4).  

The most important and certainly the crucial event in NATO – Serbia relations is the 1999 

NATO bombing campaign ˝Operation Allied Force˝. In spite of the fact that NATO is an 

international organization, Operation Allied Force could be assessed through the US – Serbia 

prism. To be precise, as former British Prime Minister Tony Blair had in his autobiography 

declared, the decision to convey military operation was made in Washington DC. The US 

approval and organization had been decisive (Blair, 2011). 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
or more precisely, political elites in Belgrade – centre of decision making. Therefore information concerning 

previously mentioned states is to be perceived as primarily impacting Serbia. 
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An aspect which must not be neglected, and is directly related to the topic of this thesis, state 

sovereignty, is the 1999 Interim Agreement for Peace and Self-Government in Kosovo, 

discussed prior to the NATO campaign (the Rambouillet Agreement). Representatives of 

Belgrade and Pristina had discussed placement of international troops as a mean of peaceful 

resolution of the conflict. However, the Serbian side had rejected the agreement reasoning the 

decision on the threats to state sovereignty by the Appendix B of the document. Appendix B, 

among other points necessitated free and unrestricted passage of NATO personnel throughout 

the country as a whole13 (Kosovo Interim Agreement, 1999). 

Rejection of the Rambouillet Agreement had resulted in NATO bombing campaign. 

Following 78 days of air strikes Serbian government had agreed to sign the Kumanovo 

Agreement thus renouncing de facto rule over Kosovo.  

Increasing dissatisfaction with both political and economic situation in the country had 

culminated in the following year. After mass demonstrations held on 5 October 2000, the 

regime of President Milosevic had been overthrown by the pro-European Democratic 

Opposition of Serbia (DOS) led by President Vojislav Kostunica. Change of government had 

marked the beginning of a new period in the US – Serbia relations. 

Stated priorities of the new President included implementation of a liberal market economy 

as well as the EU membership. Such an approach, according to Radoman was based on the 

conclusions drawn from the 1990s and more precisely the 1999 bombing. Suggestively, the 

1999 bombing served as a culminating point directly implying the necessity of altering state 

agenda. In contrast with processes of unification and growing cooperation around the globe 

the last decade of the Twentieth Century without any doubt ought to be seen as the period in 

                                                           
13 An abstract from the document: - ˝NATO personnel shall enjoy, together with their vehicles, vessels, aircraft, 

and equipment, free and unrestricted passage and unimpeded access throughout the FRY including associated 

airspace and territorial waters. This shall include, but not be limited to, the right of bivouac, manoeuvre, billet, 

and utilization of any areas or facilities as required for support, training, and operations.˝ 
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which the country witnessed the highest level of isolation in recent history. Also, it directly 

indicated the shortcomings of country’s military sector. Lack of practical support by Russia, 

Serbia’s traditional ally, combined with the conduct of NATO operation without the consent 

of the UNSC had revealed to both the general public and political elites drastic changes in the 

post-Cold War international system (Radoman, 2012). Comprehension of such changes 

impacted on general public’s attitude concerning country’s future agenda. Evidence 

supporting this statement can be found in public opinion polls measuring general attitude 

towards the Euro-Atlantic integrations, conducted during 2001. When the respondents were 

asked: ˝Should our country join the defense alliance of Western and Central European 

countries, known as Partnership for Peace?˝, 54% of the respondents was in favour, 21,2% 

was against, while 24,8% refrained from answering. Conversely, when asked about 

membership in NATO, the majority of respondents – 58,1%, was against (Medium, 2001). 

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the opinion poll conducted by the Belgrade Centre for 

Security Policy during the same year. Answering to the question ˝How to change defense 

policy of the country?˝ 5,5% of the respondents had chosen– that ˝the political-military 

cooperation with Russia should be strengthened and the country should rely on Russia for 

help in defense.˝ The option, that ˝the country should gradually include itself in wider 

European integrations, above all, Partnership for Peace˝, was selected by a majority 74,9% of 

respondents. Option that ˝the country should prepare for NATO membership˝, was selected 

by 12,4% of the respondents. The 6,3% of the respondents were undecided, and 0,9% opted 

for ˝something else˝ (Timotic, 2001, pp. 121-133).   

Ambiguity expressed by the general public was shared by political elites. Although the new 

government had prioritized the EU membership, attitudes towards both Russia and the US, at 

this point predominantly negative, remained unclear.   
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The US – Serbia diplomatic relations had been re-established in 2001. Since then Washington 

had gradually lifted all international restrictions imposed on Serbia. The most important event 

in bilateral relations was the 2003 decision made by the President George W Bush to cancel 

extraordinary measures introduced in 1992 and 1998 which had established a special 

oversight regime on the country. In 2005 the US Congress had included Serbia into 

Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), arguably the most significant point in economic 

relations. Following the adoption of this document bilateral tariff-free trade had been begun. 

Serbia’s inclusion into Generalized System of Preferences had been withdrawn in 2013, or 

more precisely, country’s preference status had expired (Embassy of the Republic of Serbia 

in Washington DC, 2007).  

In the area of military cooperation between the two countries, most notable event certainly 

was Serbia’s 2006 inclusion into the Partnership for Peace (PfP) program and the Euro-

Atlantic Partnership Council. By joining the PfP Serbia had obliged itself to cooperate with 

NATO in pursuit of regional, European and Global peace. More directly, representatives of 

the Serbian army had in the same year signed partnership agreement with the National Guard 

of Ohio. As a result of these agreements, Belgrade had obliged itself to coordinate own 

military inventory with that of the US army (NATO, 2006). In 2007, the US President George 

W Bush had approved first shipments of American armament to Serbia. (Embassy of the 

Republic of Serbia in Washington DC, 2007)  

Shipments had been approved in 2007; still, American armament has been present in Serbia 

since 1999. The Kumanovo Agreement had included the deployment of NATO-based KFOR. 

Accordingly, the area of Kosovo had been divided among NATO member states, the US 

troops being the most numerous. Approximately 7,000 American troops are stationed near 

Urosevac in Camp Bondsteel – the second largest US military base outside of NATO 
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countries. In spite the fact that governance had been transferred from NATO to EU in 2008 

(KFOR to EULEX), Camp Bondsteel remains operational (Military Bases, 2015).  

As previously mentioned, the US – Serbia relations had been intensifying in the post-

Milosevic period. The US is considered to be among the top international partners, although 

not the primary one. As declared in 2009 by the President of Serbia Boris Tadic and, at the 

time, Minister of Foreign Affairs Vuk Jeremic, Serbia’s foreign policy revolves around four 

pillars: the EU, Russia, the US and China. Contrasting the US – Serbia relations, which had 

not been clearly defined, the relations with other previously mentioned actors has been 

precisely defined through applying for the union membership and signing of strategic 

partnership schemes (Balkan Insight, 2009)  (The Economist, 2012). 

Neglecting the lack of formal outline of cooperation via specific framework, the US presence 

is evident in Serbia’s politics. An example further elaborating on this topic is the US role in 

the construction of the South Stream gas pipeline. Proposed South Stream pipeline was 

expected to bring Russian gas to Europe. On its path towards Austria, pipeline was to pass 

over Serbia’s territory. Following the purchase of Serbia’s key oil and gas company Naftna 

Industrija Srbije (NIS) by Russian Gazprom Neft in 2008, the country was incorporated in 

schemes concerning future pipeline (NIS - Gazprom Neft, 2008). See Figure 10. Despite the 

fact that the construction in Serbia had been initiated in 2013, the building process had been 

cancelled by Bulgaria as, following official statements, it breaches the EU rules. Stanley 

Reed, on the other hand, holds that Bulgarian decision has been influenced by the US 

officials who saw South Stream as a means of increasing European dependence on Russia 

(Reed, 2014).  

Ignoring the reliability of Reed’s claims, it should be noted that such an attitude would not 

involve closer analysis among Serbia’s general public. Negative consequences of the US 
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foreign policies are often among the top issues in political discourse further impacting on 

public attitudes reversely impacting political elites’ elections. For example, results presented 

in the poll conducted in 130 countries by the Gallup organization serves as a firm example of 

general public’s perception of the US. Answering to the question ˝Do you approve or 

disapprove of the job performance of the leadership of the US?˝ general trend among Serbian 

citizens does not fluctuate significantly. Whereas in 2009 only 14% had approved the US 

performance, in 2011, merely 8% had shared similar view. Consequently, these results 

positioned Serbia firmly on the top of European list as well as the top ten countries globally 

with highest level of disapproval of American policies (Gallup, 2011). What must be noted is 

that the study had been conducted following the US recognition of unilateral declaration 

independence by Kosovo, thus, respondents’ stances should be assessed with caution. Still, 

whereas public perception could be debatable, economic data related to cooperation between 

the two countries are factual. 

Before evaluating economic cooperation between the two countries, economic consequences 

of the US-led NATO bombing ought to be briefly assessed. Such information cannot directly 

be included into economic exchange yet their negligence would prevent displaying a holistic 

overview of the relationship. According to the findings of Dinkic (1999), who had served as a 

Minister of Finance and Economy in several terms, thus possessing official information, 

economic damage caused by the 1999 NATO operation amounts to $29.6 billion. For further 

information concerning the economic damage caused by the NATO bombing according to 

different areas see Figure 11. 

Despite negative impacts of the US foreign policy towards Serbia in the 1990s these trends 

were reversed in the 2000s. During the period between 2000 and 2006 the US had allocated $ 

613 million in budgeted assistance to Serbia. Distribution of this amount however had on 
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several occasions been suspended due to unsatisfactory cooperation with the Hague 

tribunal14. Assistance prioritized areas of institution building, banking, promoting peace and 

democracy. It is important to note that the information concerning the US assistance to 

Serbia, provided by Serbian institutions, does not include the post-2006 period. The amount 

of American assistance to Serbia is described only for the above mentioned period (Embassy 

of the Republic of Serbia in Washington DC, 2007). This however, does not imply that the 

US economic assistance had not been provided in the post-2006 period. In fact, according to 

the data provided by the US institutions, in the period 2007 – 2015 planned US assistance to 

Serbia revolves around $ 400 million. (Foreign Assistence, 2015) Thus, combining the two 

sources, the US assistance to Serbia over 15 year period can be estimated to around $1 

billion, or, by simple division, $66 million annually.  

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Serbia represents an important segment of country’s 

economy long affected by international sanctions. The US FDI for the 2000 - 2009 period 

equals to $ 133,409 (Stefanovic, et al., 2009). According to the information provided by 

Serbia’s Ministry of Finance, for the period 2000 – 2008 more than 85%  of FDI to Serbia 

came from the EU member states (Republic of Serbia, Ministry of Finance, 2009). For further 

information regarding most significant providers of FDI in Serbia see Figure 12. Additionally 

for the information regarding trends in Serbia’s FDI on annual bases See Error! Reference 

source not found.. 

Bilateral trade had, as it had previously been mentioned drastically developed following the 

2005 inclusion into Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Whereas the removal of tariffs 

had primarily resulted in increased import, domestic producers had over the period managed 

to increase exports and, in 2013, Serbia’s exports had exceeded imports. Most significant 

                                                           
14 International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia 
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exports to the US represent FIAT automobiles. However, as in 2013 Serbia has been removed 

from the GSP positive balance has been short-lived. In 2014, Serbia’s exports to the US had 

amounted to 2,8% of entire exports. In the same year imports from the US equalled 1,64% of 

entire import which represents notably lower levels in comparison with the 2005 – 2013 

period (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Serbia, 2014). For further information 

regarding the economic exchange between Serbia and the US see Figure 14. 

6. The Political Economy of the United States in the post-Cold War Period 

 

Contrasting previous chapters, analysing bilateral relations, this chapter aims to present a 

broader perspective, investigating if results previously outlined should be perceived as unique 

and specific or could be included in a somewhat wider American foreign policy?  

Maintaining own status necessitates constant development. Development necessitates energy. 

Energy can thus be characterized as the motor behind development – crucial for maintaining 

own status. Thus suggestively, in order to understand the political economy of the USA, 

assessing state’s energy sector should be used as a starting point. 

In order to present reliable and valuable information, the following part is based on the data 

provided by the National Energy Policy Group (NEPG) included in a document entitled 

National Energy Policy. Information presented by the NEPG is based on official data used by 

the US Department of Energy Information Administration. 

Increasing population, construction and technological development across fields requires 

growing energy needs. Aiming at resolving potential future issues, in 2001, the US President 

George W Bush had established the National Energy Policy Group. Its goal – ˝to develop a 

national energy policy designed to help the private sector, and, as necessary and appropriate, 

State and local governments, promote dependable, affordable, and environmentally sound 
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production and distribution of energy for the future.˝ Members of the Group15 have concluded 

the following -˝A fundamental imbalance between supply and demand defines our nation’s 

energy crisis. […] if energy production increases at the same rate as during the last decade 

our projected energy needs will far outstrip expected levels of production. This imbalance, if 

allowed to continue, will inevitably undermine our economy, our standard of living, and our 

national security. But it is not beyond our power to correct.˝ (National Energy Policy 

Development Group, 2001, p. viii) 

According to the findings and estimates the current (2001) energy system is not sustainable. 

In contrast with the estimated growing energy demand (consumption), projections concerning 

energy supplies (production) are constant. The energy consumption is expected to increase 

from 100 to over 130 quadrillion Btus until the year 2020. Energy production, based on 

trends noted in the period 1990-2000, is not expected to significantly fluctuate under 80 

quadrillion Btus. As a result the US, according to these estimates is facing an increasing 

shortfall. (Ibid.) For further information concerning US energy production and consumption 

see Figure 15. 

Despite the fact that estimates suggest consistency in energy production, sectoral production 

varies greatly.  In contrast with an increase of energy production from nuclear, natural gas 

and coal sources, oil production is witnessing a decrease in the period from 1970 onwards. 

This contrast points toward future, long-run, deficits. (Ibid.) For further information 

concerning US energy production across sectors and oil consumption and production see 

Figure 16 and Figure 17. 

According to these estimates, the US oil consumption is expected to increase by 33 percent 

by the year 2020. Similarly, electricity demands are expected to witness an increase over 45 

                                                           
15 The Group among others included: Dick Cheney – the Vice President, Collin Powell – the Secretary of State, 

Paul O’Neill – the Secretary of Treasury, Gale Norton – the Secretary of Interior, Ann Veneman – the Secretary 

of Agriculture and Donald Evans – the Secretary of Commerce; 
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percent in the same period. Since the discrepancy between supply and demand is not new 

future response could be expected to follow previous agenda. If that in fact is the case, and 

the US officials do decide to continue following previous agenda it could be expected that the 

difference between supply and demand is tackled using imports. Namely, assessing the trends 

in consumption and net imports for the period between 1970 and 2000, oscillation in 

consumption had paralleled fluctuation in net imports. For further information concerning 

trends in US consumption and net imports of oil 1970-2000 see Figure 18. Further arguments 

supporting the claim regarding future reliance on imports can be found in the relation 

between consumption and imports in the year 1973 and year 2000. Whereas net imports in 

1973 had equalled 34.8 percent of consumed oil, in the year 2000, net imports amounted to 

51.6 percent (Figure 19).  This change can be used as solid evidence supporting the claim that 

future increase in demand would be approached through similar policies – relying on imports. 

However, it must not be neglected that increased reliance on imports would result in 

increased dependency on oil producing countries. Increased dependency would expectedly 

weaken both political and economic properties of the state. 

Who are America’s main suppliers of oil? 

If information provided by the NEPDG is to be relied on, half of the US imports, in the year 

2003, came from Western Hemisphere16. Following, 24 percent comes from the Middle East, 

14 percent from Africa and 9 from Eurasia (Figure 20). At first, this might imply future 

dependency on Western Hemisphere countries, most importantly Canada. However, before 

rushing to conclusions, proven oil reserves ought to be examined. According to available 

information, 67 percent of proven world oil reserves are in the Middle East region (Figure 

21).  

                                                           
16 Western hemisphere: Canada, Central and South American countries 
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In line with the previously discussed ideas suggesting expected increase in oil imports ought 

to result in increased dependence on Gulf States by the US. Economic dependence, from the 

perspective of economic determinism, certainly can negatively impact upon state. Following 

this line of thinking maintaining or strengthening international position ought to include a 

decrease of monopoly in energy sources. In fact, it is precisely the diversification of sources 

that members of the NEPG define as a necessary measure. Namely, as outlined in the report – 

˝Encouraging greater diversity of oil production and, as appropriate, transportation, within 

and among geographic regions has obvious benefits to all market participants. Technological 

advances will enable the United States to accelerate the diversification of oil supplies, notably 

through deep- water offshore exploration and production in the Atlantic Basin, stretching 

from offshore Canada to the Caribbean, Brazil, and West Africa. The Caspian Sea can also be 

a rapidly growing new area of supply˝ (National Energy Policy Development Group, 2001, 

pp. 8-6 & 8-7). Though diversification of resources is arguably an important goal of long-run 

US agenda, this does not imply the renouncement from the Gulf countries. In an interview 

given to PBS Frontline in September 2001 Richard Armitage, at the time US Deputy 

Secretary of State, had stated – ˝I'd say geo-politically. It's very essential that we protect the 

survival of those states, that we protect our access to the oil which flows out of the Persian 

Gulf, and it's been seen by successive administrations and successive Congresses as being in 

our interest to have troops stationed there.˝ (Amritage, 2001) Building along on what has 

been discussed throughout the National Energy Policy it is concluded that ˝Growing levels of 

conventional and heavy oil production and exports from the Western Hemisphere, the 

Caspian, and Africa are important factors that can lessen the impact of a supply disruption on 

the U.S. and world economies. Overall U.S. policies in each of these high-priority regions 

will focus on improving the investment climate and facilitating the flow of needed investment 

and technology.˝ (National Energy Policy Development Group, 2001, pp. 8-6)  
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At this point it is important to assess the estimates concerning the amount of oil located in the 

Caspian region. Similarly, it must be said that althouth Georgia, as a case study is not located 

directly in the Caspian region, the interrelation between the two is of vital importance and 

will in further detail be analysed in following parts. 

Estimates concerning the available energy resources vary. John Roberts had in 2003 noted 

that the Caspian gas reserves could be, at the time, estimated to contain between 10 and 15 

trillion cubic metres (tcm) or 7 to 10 percent of world proven reserves (Roberts, 2003). On 

the contrary, the 2002 British Petroleum Statistical Review of World Energy presented an 

estimation of not more than 16.1 billion barrels of oil and 7.42 tcm of gas for Azerbaijan, 

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan combined (British Petroleum, 2002). Basing own 

claims on various official sources by the US Department of Energy, Kleveman suggests that 

oil and gas reserves shared by Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan equate to three times that of the 

US. Only Saudi Arabia, with 262 billion barrels can claim greater resources (Kleveman, 

2003). The importance of Caspian resources were noted by the former Vice President of the 

US under George W. Bush Dick Cheney. Cheney in 1998 declared – ˝I cannot think of a time 

when we have had a region emerge as suddenly to become as strategically significant as the 

Caspian˝. At the time, Cheney was employed as the CEO of oil supply corporation 

Halliburton (Monbiot, 2001). Thus, although estimates do differ the importance of the 

Caspian region oil and gas reserves should not to be debated. Emmanuel Karagiannis notes 

that the primary importance of Azerbaijani oil is that it represents ˝a significant alternative to 

the OPEC stranglehold on Middle East energy deposits and will help avoid future oil shocks 

caused by other oil-producing countries˝. He concludes that the lack of both technology and 

funds necessary for oil production and transport by Azerbaijan - ˝offers Western companies 

considerable investment opportunities˝. These discoveries are not recent. In fact, back in 
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1995 the US State Department’s Director of International Energy Policy had stated that ˝from 

energy perspective [Azerbaijan] will be one of the key sources in meeting the marginal 

demand over the next couple of decades˝ (Karagiannis, 2002, pp. 1-3).  

Oil and gas are useless until they are moved. Certainly, the location of energy resources 

represents one of the most complicated problems in the oil industry. Unlike the oil from the 

Persian Gulf which can directly be transported to international sea-lanes, Caspian oil and gas 

must be transported through pipelines. Cost and length of pipelines varies. Openness to 

alternatives provokes international disputes concerning the route through which pipelines will 

on their route to international markets.  

Since its discovery, Azerbaijan’s oil has primarily been used to satisfy the needs of the Soviet 

Union. Therefore, pipelines have led northwards. With Baku’s independence, the question 

concerning pipelines’ orientation entered international politics. In September 1994 Azeri-

Chirag-Guneshli concession was signed by twelve American, European, Japanese and 

Russian firms. This consortium had constructed a framework for future discussions 

concerning Baku’s oil and gas transport. As decided, oil was to target western European and 

Mediterranean markets. In turn, race among Azerbaijan’s neighbours had begun in order for 

pipelines to pass through their territory (Croissant, 1999).  

Russia based own arguments on the existence of Baku-Grozny pipeline through the Chechnya 

therefore decreasing the costs. Its officials had suggested reversing the flow of oil in order to 

transport it to its giant Black Sea terminal in Novorossiysk – that is used for about one third 

of Russian oil exports. Georgia presented itself as a shortest route to Black Sea ports thus, in 

a similar manner, pointing out to relatively low costs. Additionally, officials in Tbilisi had 

stressed the instability in Chechnya as opposed to relatively stable political properties in its 

country. Ankara’s position coincided with that of Tbilisi however it had included the conduct 
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of Baku’s pipelines to its territory, rather than the Black Sea in order to decrease potential 

environmental and safety risks in the Bosphorus Strait. Iran offered its territory as a route to 

the Persian Gulf. Interestingly enough Armenia, with who Azerbaijan is in direct conflict had 

hinted willingness to ease its agenda towards the disputed region of Nagorno-Karabakh if 

pipelines would pass through its territory (Croissant, 1999).  Consequently, the decision was 

to be made choosing between the Russian and Georgian-Turkish scenario.  

Answering to this question included two potential pipelines: 1) Baku – Grozny- Novorossiysk 

(BGN), 2) Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan (BTC). Advantage of BGN, going from Azerbaijan to 

Russia over Chechnya, pipeline was the size of Russian ports in Novorossiysk and the fact 

that the infrastructure had already existed, therefore its prioritization would merely 

necessitate system update and improvement. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, spanning 

from Baku to Turkish port of Ceyhan in the Mediterranean Sea via Georgia, surpassing 

Russia, represented a joint proposal by the governments of Georgia and Turkey. The 

problem: length, thus - cost. In comparison with the length of BGN’s 1346km, the total 

length of BTC pipeline is 1,730km: 468km in Azerbaijan, 225km in Georgia and 1,037km on 

Turkish territory. The advantage: the port in Ceyhan can operate 365 days annually, whereas 

the port in Novorossiysk is closed for two months annually due to severe weather conditions 

(Karagiannis, 2002, p. 30). The two proposed pipeline systems are presented in Figure 22 and 

Figure 23.  

On 18 September 2002 and 26 September, following ceremonies in Baku and Ceyhan, 

respectively, the construction of a brand new 1.0-mb/d line had begun. On 26 May 2006 the 

first oil had reached Ceyhan (British Petroleum, 2015).  Thus, oil from Azerbaijan was to be 

transferred through Georgia and Turkey into Western markets. Although as previously 

mentioned, the BTC pipeline is longer thus more expensive than its alternative, the BGN 

pipeline represents the solely route which does not pass through Russian territory (Ilnyckyj, 
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2010). For further information displaying the BTC pipeline incorporated in the existing 

pipeline system see Figure 24. 

At this point, it is important to remember that international politics are not conducted in a 

vacuum. Physical dimensions of space and time although primarily studied in natural 

sciences likewise play an important role in social sciences and thus must not be neglected. To 

understand their importance in the field of political science it must be said that they answer to 

questions When? and Where? – arguably a vital link in understanding a specific political 

event. 

The 21st Century international system is witnessing the growth and return of various 

international actors onto the scene. Globally, these events threaten to change contemporary 

unipolarity towards a kind of ˝multipolar bipolarity˝.17 

Growing economies of these states requires increased levels of energy resources. Increased 

number of actors increases international competition. For example, information concerning 

estimated shifts, increases, in energy consumption by China and India see Figure 25. 

 

Estimated increase of international actors demanding growing proportions of resources would 

imply that actors possessing such estimates could be considered possessing leverage over 

other actors in securing required amounts of desired resources. In accordance with the topic 

of the thesis, assessment of the US foreign policy, it would be beneficial to examine if such 

policies were or were not in fact included in the official foreign policy following the End of 

History and the creation of a unipolar system. Likewise, as both secessionist movements 

examined in this thesis belong to the post-Cold War scenario, assessing the US foreign policy 

                                                           
17 Multipolar bipolarity - author’s term denoting a shift in international politics primarily concerned with the re-

emergence of global actors. Contrasting multi-polarity, multipolar bipolarity refers to a system in which a 

number of global actors exists, however, focusing on specific political issues those actors can be divided into 

two camps – those in favour of maintaining and those challenging contemporary international system. 
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would provide evidence if countries chosen as case studies were included in the agenda and 

in which manner? 

Zbigniew Brzezinski’s piece ˝The Grand Chessboard˝ is often regarded as a starting point of 

various studies of the US foreign policy in the post-Cold War period. In his book describing 

the post-Cold War system Brzezinski notes that the combination of military, economic, 

technological and cultural powers make ˝America the only comprehensive global 

superpower˝ (Brzezinski, 1997). Similar attitude is expressed by Stephen Walt commenting 

on the foreign policy of the President Clinton he notes that ˝the end of the Cold War has left 

the United States in a position of unprecedented preponderance.˝ The US dominance 

although primarily considered an advantage, according to Walt can be paradoxical. Paradox 

of unipolarity, term used by the author, lies in the premise that ˝the United States enjoys 

enormous influence but has little idea what to do with its power or even how much effort it 

should expend˝. Furthermore, with the dissolution of the USSR, America’s major rival, the 

question concerning its role in the new international system became debatable by the general 

public. As put by the author – ˝Support for military spending, foreign aid, and multilateral 

institutions like the United Nations and the World Bank has declined steadily throughout the 

1990s; even the familiar U.S. commitments to NATO, Taiwan, and South Korea receive less 

support than at any time in recent memory.˝ (Walt, 2000) Expecting that the US would 

simply stay passive without trying to benefit from the new scenario could be considered 

childish. Also, as the US Department of Defense is the world’s largest employer, counting in 

2006 more than 3 million employees, policy makers could not neglect constrains imposed by 

their personnel and simply decrease their numbers (Department of Defense , 2006). 
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Vassilis Fouskas observes that throughout the Cold War period the US foreign policy had 

often been reactive, rather than proactive. Radical upheaval of such an approach should 

naturally follow in the upcoming period (Fouskas, 2003).  

Proactive policies however, could not be aggressive. The USSR was dissolved; however, its 

dissolution did not imply former Soviet countries’, most notably Russia’s, disappearance 

from international politics. Russia, although losing its old status, was still an important actor 

in the world - an actor seeking to recover its superpower status. Any residual claim of that 

sort by Russia had to be based on two important aspects of the Soviet legacy – permanent 

membership on the UN Security Council and its notable nuclear arsenal. In this regard, as 

long as the UN occupies centre stage in international politics, policy initiatives had to be 

consulted with Moscow (Arbatov, Kaiser, & Legvold, 1999, pp. 26-29). (See page …) 

The future of NATO had in similar manner represented an important sphere of potential 

conflict between the US and Russia. With the USSR out of the picture, the treat it represented 

was theoretically gone. However, NATO officials did not express any intentions concerning 

alliance’s dismantling. When in 1994 the Partnership for Peace Framework Document was 

signed between the two sides was signed it became clear that Russia had accepted NATO’s 

continuing existence. Likewise, cooperation between the two leading military actors 

suggested their global operation. NATO being an alliance, global functioning indicated future 

expansion. In fact, the 1994 charter was used as a mean of promising Moscow that upcoming 

expansion, indicated by the 1995 enlargement study conducted by the Alliance is not an anti-

Russian policy containment policy (Goldgeier & Mc Faul, 2003). International order in which 

Russia becomes an isolated actor operating on its own disengaged from other countries was 

perceived as a worst case scenario by the Moscow officials (Arbatov, Kaiser, & Legvold, 

1999). NATO activity therefore had to be conducted in a delicate manner, since although 
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Russia was primarily concerned with its domestic issues it would not allow itself to be treated 

as a second-class power.   

However, on a 1994 meeting with central European leaders in Prague President Clinton had 

remarked that ˝the question is no longer weather NATO will take on new members but when 

and how˝ which directly implied Alliance expansion. (Goldgeier & Mc Faul, 2003, p. 187)  

In contrast with the Cold War period, post-Cold War American military engagement had to 

differ and revolve around different strategies. The US military engagement and base 

positioning does not necessitate NATO expansion. What must not be neglected is that NATO 

expansion can prove to be problematic. Inclusion of all European states would imply that 

European conflicts would be treated as an internal dispute with in turn would unable the use 

or threaten force making NATO expansion delicate and complex issue. (Arbatov, Kaiser, & 

Legvold, 1999, p. 38) 

Since the 1990s the American strategy, as described in the 1993 Department of Defense’s 

document ˝Bottom-up Review: Redefining Post-Cold War Strategy and Forces˝ was based on 

the ˝engagement, prevention, and partnership˝ approach. The objective – decreasing cost 

while increasing efficiency. (Department of Defense, Pentagon Operations, 1993) Despite 

intentions, the US engagement in conflicts in the early 1990s had negatively impacted upon 

such ideas. As stated in the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) by the Congressional 

Research Service18 – ˝The Iraqi no-fly zone enforcement, the Balkans peacekeeping force, 

and numerous other small scale commitments continue to place a strain on the current budget. 

Budget estimates for transforming the military to meet future threats while maintaining a 

                                                           
18 The Quadrennial Defense Review for 2001 is a congressionally mandated review of national defense strategy. 

The Secretary of Defense is required to analyze, among other things, force structure, modernization plans, 

military infrastructure, and the defense budget with a view towards establishing a roadmap for defense programs 

for the next 20 years. 
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credible force to deter current threats or win possible conflicts far outreach the proposed 

defense budgets in the current future years defense program.˝ (Congressional Research 

Service, 2001) 

Examination of American foreign policy in both the post-Cold War period as well as the 21st 

Century ought to include ideas presented in the 2011 review of the report of the Project for 

the New American Century entitled Rebuilding America’s Defenses – Strategy, Forces and 

Resources for a New Century (the Project)19. Findings and recommendation by the Project 

were based on the conclusions outlined in the previously discussed Pentagon’s 1997 

Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) and the report of the 1997 National Defense Panel 

(NDP). Both documents, as mentioned earlier, assumed that the US budgets would remain 

flat or continue to decrease. Therefore, the Project authors aimed at resolving the problem of 

achieving greater security levels within the budget constraints. The QDR and NDP shared the 

conclusion that the discrepancy between goals and abilities was to be resolved not by 

increasing the budget but by alternating strategy. Likewise, in the Project it was proposed – 

˝America’s armed forces […] could either prepare for the future by retreating from its role as 

the essential defender of today’s global security order, or it could take care of current 

business but be unprepared for tomorrow’s threats and tomorrow’s battlefields.˝ (The Project 

for the New American Century, 2001, p. i) These ideas were shared by the Secretary of State 

Dick Cheney – ˝We can either sustain the [armed] forces we require and remain in a position 

to help shape things for the better, or we can throw that advantage away. [But] that would 

only hasten the day when we face greater threats, at higher costs and further risk to American 

lives.˝ (Dunmire, 2011)  

                                                           
19 Established in the spring of 1997, the Project for the New American Century is a non-profit, educational 

organization whose goal is to promote American global leadership. The Project is an initiative of the New 

Citizenship Project. William Kristol is chairman of the Project, and Robert Kagan, Devon Gaffney Cross, Bruce 

P. Jackson and John R. Bolton serve as directors. Gary Schmitt is executive director of the Project. 
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The Project outlines four core missions for the US military forces:  

 Defend the American homeland; 

  Fight and decisively win multiple, simultaneous major theater wars; 

  Perform the “constabulary” duties associated with shaping the security environment 

in critical regions; 

  Transform U.S. forces to exploit the “revolution in military affairs”. 

In order to achieve these objectives, it is necessary to maintain nuclear strategic superiority, 

modernize current forces, restore personnel strength and reposition the US forces to respond 

to 21st Century realities. Response to 21st Century realities should include ˝shifting 

permanently-based forces to Southeast Europe and Southeast Asia, and by changing naval 

deployment patterns to reflect growing U.S. strategic concerns in East Asia.˝ 

Andrew Krepinevich, a member of the National Defense Panel explains that the US had 

during 1990s gone through a ˝decade of defense neglect˝. The Defense Department had 

merely been responding to different scenarios without trying to shape them (Rossignol, 

2005). In Europe, majority of the US military and Air force units had been stationed in 

Germany and England whereas the security problems had occurred in Southeast Europe 

(Bosnia). Likewise, American forces in the Persian Gulf had been placed as temporary. 

Temporary placements in both Southeast Europe and the Persian Gulf increase expenditures 

due to the cost of unit rotations. Failure to prevent the Rwandan genocide, incomplete 

triumph in Bosnia, and small failure in Somalia were understood as threat to American 

military credibility. In order to respond to this, the Project suggests –˝the United States must 

retain sufficient forces able to rapidly deploy and win multiple simultaneous large-scale wars 

and also to be able to respond to unanticipated contingencies in regions where it does not 

maintain forward-based forces˝. Operation Allied Force, bombing of Yugoslavia, in 1999 

directly indicated America’s inadequacy to quickly respond to erupting challenges. The 

bombing was conducted by planes which were spread out across the continent and Asiatic 
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Turkey in turn necessitating complex and costly manoeuvrings.  Similarly, Aviano air base in 

Italy representing the primary location for NATO operation had proven itself to be 

inadequate. (The Project for the New American Century, 2001) 

Creation of new bases however, could not be done without considering foreign policies of 

other countries. On the contrary, failure to put a certain region under the US influence could 

enable other actors to incorporate it in own sphere of influence. Commenting on the 

importance of the US presence in Central Asia, to give an example, is stressed in the 2006 

Quadrennial Defense Review Report – ˝States in the region face the threat of Islamist terrorist 

extremism. The energy resources of the region offer both an opportunity for economic 

development, as well as a danger that outside powers may seek to gain influence over those 

resources.˝ (Department of Defense , 2006, p. 28) Karagiannis holds a similar position. 

Commenting on the importance of the pipeline construction in the Caucasus he points out that 

Russian exclusion from the transport of Azerbaijan’s oil would not only have economic costs, 

but more importantly geopolitical (Karagiannis, 2002). Fouskas shares his attitude. He claims 

that with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Central Asia, together with the Caucasus 

region, the Black Sea and the Balkans have assumed increasing geo-strategic importance. 

Geo-strategic importance, according to the author, revolves around the geographical location 

as en routes connecting Europe and Asia, but more precisely due to their connection to oil 

and gas producing regions (Fouskas, 2003, p. 19).  

 

It is important to note that the findings and recommendations by the Project for the New 

American Century and their actual incorporation (you should check the latest US defense 

strategy) into the official state foreign policy could be considered controversial as at no point 

they were declared as official.  On the other hand they could be used to explain somewhat 

unofficial agenda of the US government. In that sense information provided in the Project 
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should be approached with a dose of scepticism and restraint. Consequently, what cannot be 

excluded or neglected is the factual information concerning the posture of the US military 

bases. At the point in time, year 2008, in which both case study countries’ sovereignty had 

been questioned by the unilaterally declared independencies the US had military personnel 

stationed in both Georgia and Serbia (Figure 26). (Lostumbo, McNerney, & and Peltz, 2013)  

7. Conclusion 
 

In 1915 Albert Einstein published and formulated what is known as the general theory of 

relativity. In simple terms, the primary idea behind space-time relativity is the rejection of 

space and time as constant values emphasizing their altering, non-constant, properties. 

Whereas Einstein primarily focused on physics, natural science, his ideas regarding relative 

properties of space and time could to a certain extent be applied to social sciences. Certainly, 

application of mathematics exceeds the realm of politics; however, the idea of differing space 

properties is not to be neglected.   

Different perception of space, simplistically, plays a key notion discussed in this thesis. As 

indicated by the title, the primary concept is state sovereignty. Exactly, different perception 

by the US’ officials towards sovereignty of Georgia and Serbia - properties of territory 

(space) upon which they conduct own sovereign rules. 

Despite the fact that both Georgia and Serbia have well-defined territories, from the 

perspective of the US politicians, these definitions are not absolute but relative. The relative 

nature of territory under the sovereign rule of Georgian and Serbian authorities results from 

unilateral declared independencies by the two breakaway regions, South Ossetia and Kosovo. 

Both Tbilisi and Belgrade had consented to revoke own de facto rules over these regions in 

order to maintain de jure rule, further strengthened by the UN SC resolutions. For the US, 
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this tactic had differing outcomes.  In the example of Georgia the US continues to support its 

de jure sovereignty. In the case of Serbia, the US officials had expressed differing attitudes 

neglecting country’s de jure sovereignty. 

As explained in Chapter 2, the idea of state sovereignty is constantly revolving thus 

excluding absolute definitions and theories.  Therefore, they should be accepted as such – 

relative. Whereas an external actor can decide to acknowledge and respect sovereignty of 

other actor adhering to certain principles, these principles do not indicate their universal 

applicability. The two case study countries can be used as evidence supporting this claim. For 

example, whereas the US respects Georgia’s sovereignty defining South Ossetia as its 

integral part, Kosovo is perceived as an independent actor outside of Serbia’s sovereign rule. 

The US is not the only actor practising this policy. For example, Russia perceives South 

Ossetia as an independent actor and considers Kosovo to be an integral part of Serbia.  

Reasoning behind the opposing stance towards state sovereignty of Georgia and Serbia by the 

US, primarily includes adhering to the principle of self-determination and remedy. The US 

officials had described the recognition of unilaterally declared independence by the Kosovo 

authorities as aiming to guarantee its inhabitants the exercise of their right to independently 

decide own future. On the other hand, in the case of South Ossetia, right to independently 

decide own future is to be exercised under the Georgian sovereign rule. Therefore, 

contrasting the example of Kosovo, in which this right parallels independence, the people of 

South Ossetia are to exercise this right through greater autonomy within Georgia. What is the 

reasoning behind?  

The first thought that comes to mind after the mention of South Ossetia and Kosovo certainly 

is conflict and human suffering. In fact, remedial theory of secession is often used to explain 

the reasoning behind the support for Kosovo’s independence. Accordingly, secession is to be 
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supported if it represents the solely mean, last resort, safeguarding physical existence of a 

certain group. This however, is not mentioned in the case of South Ossetia.  

Such an attitude is problematic due to two reasons. First and foremost, human suffering 

cannot be put on a scale. Even if such a scale did exist and was universally accepted, where 

could a line of last resort be drawn? Third, who is to decide? Neglecting the immoral aspects 

of previously discussed shortcomings of the application of this theory another notion cannot 

be neglected when discussing this scenario - time. If a remedy of last resort is to be applied, it 

could only be applied to the case of South Ossetia where independence was unilaterally 

declared directly following the conflict. In the case of Kosovo, however, support for 

secession could not be described as a last resort since the Yugoslav forces were removed in 

1999, nine years before the unilateral declaration of independence. These arguments open 

door for further discussion concerning the reasoning behind obvious double standards. Could 

an answer be found in the relation between the US officials on the one and political elites of 

South Ossetia and Kosovo on the other? Maybe. Nonetheless, the study conducted in this 

thesis prioritized the bilateral relations between the US and Georgia and Serbia, respectively.  

Reasoning behind such an approach can be found in Chapter 3 examining the characteristics 

of secessionist movements in Georgia and Serbia. Conflicts in South Ossetia and Kosovo 

both belong to post-Cold War secessionist conflicts. Officials of both entities had unilaterally 

declared independencies during the 1990s without wider international support. Both have 

witnessed conflict between the state forces and organized separatist groups. Population 

located in both areas had witnessed civilian casualties. Both have external support in their 

secessionist aspirations. Both have unilaterally declared independence in 2008. Parallels 

drawn certainly should not be understood as an argument in favour of two cases being the 

same. Each conflict is unique. However, among the variety of dissimilar properties, 
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similarities can be found. This raises the possibility of focusing on other aspects such as the 

bilateral relations between the parent country and the US.  

Chapter 4 sought to conduct a somewhat IPE analysis of the bilateral relations between the 

US and Georgia aiming to conceptualize its properties.  

Describing Georgian foreign policy in the post-Cold War period in one sentence without any 

doubt must include the idea of decreasing dependence on and influence of Moscow. 

However, throughout the 1990s officials in Tbilisi were not able to put this idea into action 

especially with the 1995 inclusion in CiS. Similarly, at the time the US, at the time the 

primary actor in international politics had followed the ˝Russia First˝ agenda which resulted 

in the negligence of other countries in the region. However, with the arrival of Mikheil 

Saakashvili at the head of state in 2004 Georgia started pursuing different foreign policy.  

In contrast with previous passive state agenda, Saakashvili sought to pursue pro-EU and pro-

NATO policies thus openly inviting the Western countries into the area. This was well 

recognized by the United States and both political (military) and economic assistance 

drastically increased. Bilateral relations, including future objectives, were formulated in the 

2009 Charter on Strategic Partnership which outlined cooperation on mutual objectives 

regionally and globally.  

Additionally, it must not be neglected that the US represents the single largest bilateral donor 

of economic assistance to Georgia. More specifically the US had donated more than $4billion 

throughout the twenty year period - $200million annually. Military cooperation parallels 

these developments. In fact, the amount of Georgian troops participating in the Iraq war was 

around 2,000 – third largest force in the international coalition.  
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Analysis conducted in Chapter 5 followed similar approach assessing bilateral relations 

between the US and Serbia seen as an interplay between politics and economics. Any 

discussion concerning Serbia’s international relations throughout the post-Cold War period 

must take into account international sanctions imposed upon at the time Federal Republic 

Yugoslavia from 1992-1996.  Therefore study of bilateral relations ought to focus on the 

post-1996 period. The most significant event in the last decade of the twentieth century 

certainly is the NATO bombing of Yugoslavia. And in fact, as stated by former British PM 

and current adviser to Serbia’s PM – Tony Blair, decision to convey the bombing campaign 

was made in Washington DC. Therefore, although NATO is an international organization, the 

role played by the US must not be overlooked. According to data provided by the government 

officials damage caused by the bombing campaign equals to $29.6 billion. 

Bilateral relation started developing following the 2000 change of government.   Pro-Western 

government immediately described the EU membership as country’s priority. However, 

contrasting Georgia, whose politicians based pro-Western agenda on two pillars – EU and 

NATO membership, Serbian officials dismissed NATO integration. Interestingly, Serbia 

remains the only Balkan state that has not either become a NATO member state or declared 

any aspirations to do so. NATO – Serbia relations continue being explained and approached 

as – exceptional. This term continues being referred to at any discussion between the two to 

this day.  

Despite prioritizing EU membership, Belgrade government sought to pursue foreign policy in 

a way resembling the non-alignment. This non-alignment is based on four pillars of 

cooperation: the EU, Russia, China and the United States. Despite being based on four pillars, 

cooperation with the US had not precisely been defined through legal frameworks like in the 

case of remaining three pillars. Cooperation with NATO is formulated through the PfP 

program however membership remains undiscussed.  
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Despite the lack of formalities the two countries had in fact worked on increasing economic 

and political cooperation. Most significant event certainly is the 2005 inclusion of Serbia into 

Generalized System of Preferences removing tariffs. This was however withdrawn in 2013 

when Serbia’s preference status had expired.  Interestingly, it is in fact the year 2013 when 

Serbia’s export to the US had reached its peak.  Following the year 2000, representing a 

crucial shift in bilateral relations, economic assistance to Serbia by the US had increased. The 

US assistance to Serbia over the previous 15 year period can be estimated to around $1 

billion, or, by simple division, $66 million annually.  Combining the economic impacts of the 

US involvement in Serbia, NATO bombing and assistance, in the period between 1999 and 

2015 can be described as a negative $28.6 billion. 

Building along on previous discussion, how can the properties of two relations be compared 

and contrasted? 

Since the breakup of Soviet Union Georgia had sought to decrease Russian influence in the 

country. Since the breakup of Yugoslavia, Serbia sought to maintain a somewhat non-aligned 

position. Mikheil Saakashvili’s government described membership in NATO and the EU as 

primary objectives of the country. Serbia’s post-2000 government based country’s agenda on 

four pillars: the EU, Russia, China and the US. NATO membership remains neglected to this 

day. Economic assistance to Georgia amounts to $4billion over 20 year period. Economic 

assistance to Serbia over 15 year period amounts to $1billion. Economic consequences of the 

US-led NATO bombing campaign are equal to $29billion totalling -$28billion.  

The disparity between the two is more than obvious. What is the reasoning behind? In order 

to present a potential answer strengthening the findings of this thesis by including them into a 

wider perspective Chapter 6 aimed at assessing the US foreign policy in the post-Cold War 

period. 
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Research in this chapter had as a starting point taken a 2000 report by the National Energy 

Policy Group.  Based on trends noted throughout the 1990s the current energy system of the 

US is not sustainable and if such trends are not tackled could result in devastating 

consequences. Current, at the time, energy system is characterized by constant supply and 

increasing demands. However, oil supply is drastically decreasing resulting in increasing 

imports. Increasing imports in fact had been the primary tactic used by the US government to 

resolve the discrepancy between supply and demand over the last couple of decades. 

Increasing imports, from the perspective of economic determinism, result in increased 

dependency. And although the current imports are primarily based on Western hemisphere 

countries such as Canada, quantity of energy sources indicates future dependency on Middle 

East countries, more specifically Saudi Arabia. Therefore, diversification of energy sources 

can be understood as the primary objective necessary for resolving the issue at stake. 

An increasingly important actor in the sphere of energy sources certainly is Azerbaijan whose 

supply estimates continue increasing. Crucial element however is the lack of direct contact 

with international markets thus opening the question of transport. An important element in 

this topic is Russia since existing pipelines pass through its territory in turn increasing its role 

in the energy sector.  This fact was certainly taken seriously prior to the construction of the 

newest Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline taking Azerbaijan’s oil towards western markets 

without passing through Russia. Interestingly, the BTC pipeline represents the solely pipeline 

in this area bypassing Russia.  

Returning to the space and time dimensions, this time answering the When question, the 

specific momentum of discussed events must not be neglected. Namely, in contrast with the 

late 20th Century when the US had been the only superpower dominating international 

politics, beginning of the 21st Century is witnessing a number of actors aiming to challenge 

the status quo. Actors such as China, India and Russia all tend to strengthen their 
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international roles and contest the US-led monopoly. This objective however demands 

increasing energy sources and military spending. As shown in chapter 6 energy supplies of 

India and China, for example, are expected to drastically increase. This can certainly be 

expected to result in tensions between these actors and the US expectedly not willing to 

abandon its position as a global leader. Therefore using the possessed advantage, the US 

should naturally be expected to further strengthen its global presence in politically important 

areas. One way of achieving this task could be by increasing its military presence. 

Interestingly, as displayed in Chapter 6 of this thesis, the US had in the early 21st Century 

constructed military bases in both Georgia and Serbia (on the territory of autonomous 

province of Kosovo). What is the difference between the two? Georgia is a NATO applicant 

country and is a crucial link in the previously BTC pipeline. Serbia is not a NATO applicant 

country and is not positioned in any pipeline route, but is a traditional ally of both Russia and 

China, with whom it has closely defined future cooperation. 

Returning to the question of respecting state sovereignty by the US, following the research 

conducted in this thesis, what can be said to be the key principles on which this respect is 

based upon?  According to the conclusions presented in previous paragraph it can be argued 

that American respect of country’s sovereignty is based on attitude towards NATO 

membership and, more importantly, pipelines. Everything else is relative. 
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Figure 3. Respondent’s Perception of Political Relations with the U.S. (percent) 

Appendices 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1999-2008 Georgia’s military expenditures ($ million) 

Source: Perlo-Freeman, Olawale & Solmirano (2009, pp. 230-241 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 1999-2007 Georgia’s military expenditures as percentage of GDP 

Source:  Perlo-Freeman, Olawale & Solmirano (2009, pp. 230-241) 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source:  Caucasus Research Resource Centre (2010) 
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Figure 4. Support for NATO membership (percent) 

Figure 5. The US Budgeted Assistance to Georgia by Year, FY1992-FY2001 ($ millions) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Source:  Caucasus Research Resource Centre (2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Nichol (2013, pp. 37-38) 
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Figure 6. The US Budgeted Assistance to Georgia by Year, FY2002-FY2010 (and Totals, FY1992-

FY2010) ($ millions) 

Figure 7. The $1 billion in Added Aid to Georgia by Priority Areas ($ million) 

 

Source: Nichol (2013)  

 

 

 

 

Source:  Yamashita (2009) 
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Figure 8. Foreign direct investment in Georgia; net inflows 

 

 

Source: International Financial Statistics and Balance of Payments databases (2011) 
 

 

 

 

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Export 7,1 8,8 13,5 15,4 21,2 26,7 58,5 149 102,2 36,9 187,2 143,5 226,2 120,3 

Import 69,6 64,1 68,8 90,7 110,9 146,9 129,6 203,8 358,1 231,6 180,9 245,8 213,2 211,6 

 

Figure 9. Trade flow with the US, 2000-2013 ($ million) 

Source:  Embassy of Georgia to the United States of America (2014) 
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Figure 10. South Stream gas pipeline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Gazprom Neft (2014) 
 

 

 

 

Area Damage 
A. Infrastructure 805.4 
B. Industrial Objects  2,884.2 
C. Non-Industrial Civilian Objects 373.3 
D. The Loss of National Treasure (A+B+C) 4,062.9 
E. The Loss of Human Capital 2,300.0 
F. Loss Not Resulting from Direct Destruction  23,245.6 
Total (A+B+C+D+E+F) 29,608.5 

 

Figure 11. Total economic damage caused by the NATO bombing ($ million) 

Source: Dinkic (1999) 
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Figure 13. Foreign Direct Investment in Serbia, net inflows 

($) 

Source: Stefanovic, et al. (2009) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: International Financial Statistics and Balance of Payments databases (2011) 
 

Country Investment Value Country Investment Value 

Austria 2,633,585 Italy 753,942 

Greece 1,687,437 Switzerland 305,283 

Norway 1,556,700 Montenegro 296,134 

Germany 1,477,990 Croatia 296,407 

Netherlands 1,063,757 Bulgaria 133,897 

Slovenia 655,439 USA 133,409 

France 503,618 Slovakia 67,692 

Luxembourg 445,654 Latvia 53,659 

Hungary 353,479 Israel 48,155 

Great Britain 295,291 Belgium 63,947 

Figure 12. Net FDI by Country 2000-2008 ($) 
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Figure 14.  Economic exchange between Serbia and the US ($ million) 
 

 

 
 

   Source: Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Serbia (2014)  
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Figure 16. US energy production 1970-2000 (quadrillion Btus) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. US energy production and consumption (in quadrillion Btus) 
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Figure 18. Trends in US consumption and net imports of oil 1970-2000 (million barrels a day) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. US Oil Consumption and Production 2000-2020 (million barrels a day) 
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       Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Consumption and Production of Oil in the US 1973-

2000 (million barrels a day) 
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Figure 21. Proven World Oil Reserves in 2000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 

 

      Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Regional Sources of US Oil imports in 2000 
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Figure 22. Baku – Grozny - Novorossiysk pipeline 

Figure 23. Baku – Tbilisi – Ceyhan pipeline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Source: ANN.az (2014) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Source:  Business Insider (2011) 
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Figure 24. Oil and Gas pipelines towards Europe 

Figure 25. Energy Consumption in China and India (quadrillion Btus) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Ilnyckyj (2010) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: National Energy Policy Development Group (2001) 
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Figure 26. Overseas basing of US Military Forces 2013 (Scenario Locations) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Lostumbo, McNerney, & and Peltz (2013) 

 


